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 Why wouldn't you hire a professional? 
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Visit our showroom 

Visit us Online  
www.kingsmillkitchens.com 
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NINETEEN RESTAURANT + PATIO
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Sip. 
Socialize. 
Savour.
We invite you to experience 

something different – Nineteen 
Restaurant + Patio. 

Introducing Quinte’s hottest spot for a casual 
lunch, drinks or dinner with friends. Nineteen is 
located at the Bay of Quinte Golf & Country Club 
overlooking the 18th green boasting a spectacular 

view of the fairways and is open to the public.
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The summer sunshine has gifted us a great 
crop of tomatoes and herbs, my pastas sauces 
and soups have had an unusually professional 
flavour, as if I had bought them from Herma's.  
We are honoured to play a small role in helping 
Herma and her staff celebrate the company’s 
twenty fifth anniversary with a feature on some 
of their original products, the Signature Dish-
es.  Speaking of returning to one’s roots, Angela 
Hawn is back from her stint in Switzerland and 
brings with her a recipe for a broccoli casserole.  
At the Lang Pioneer Museum, Caroline Williams 
tries her hand at pie-making.

Food and food security is a major concern for 
all of us, and Sharon Harrison draws our atten-
tion to the UN’s World Food Day, asking us all 
to consider what small individual contributions 
we may make to address the problem, which 

we learn is not one just in far off lands, but 
right here at home.  This is a thoughtful article 
deserving of attention.  Lillie Normile reports 
from Quinta do Conde, where Joaquim and 
Amor are proving that one can live an organic 
healthy lifestyle and still offer healthy delicious 
lunches for the price of a Big Mac meal.  What 
is happening here is important, not least be-
cause organic farming combats soil erosion, 
and some experts predict we may actually run 
out of soil, and then what do we do? 

Our fall edition breaks new ground address-
ing some perhaps more serious issues than 
usual.  Priya Rao writes about Delane Cooper 
whose artistic jewellery making is a response 
to abuse during her childhood.  There are also 
cryptic allusions to abuse and suffering in the 
paintings of JT Winik.  

Fall brings driving tours to mind and we visit 
Belleville, Consecon, Port Hope and Wark-
worth, in a vehicle loaned to us by Lexus of 
Kingston: our first ever car review.

On a lighter note, Konrad is all for storing wine, 
for those able to resist the temptation to just 
drink it right away, and Michael has switched 
his attention from wine to beer.  As a recent 
study has concluded that there is apparent-
ly no safe limit for alcohol consumption, to 
which a commentator added, “there’s no safe 
limit for life either!’  Best enjoy it while you can!

Enjoy.
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STYLE
 at Quinte Mall

Visit our 125 stores and services 
including: Roots, SoftMoc, 

Eddie Bauer, Salon You, Cineplex,
Shoppers Drug Mart,  Old Navy, 

Le Château and more.

For a complete list of retailers visit: 

QUINTEMALL.COM

SHOP:  MON - FRI / 9:30 AM - 9 PM

SAT / 9:30 AM - 6 PM   &   SUN / 11 AM - 5 PM

Get Social   #QUINTEMALL

390 NORTH FRONT ST, BELLEVILLE, ON
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Tuesday to Saturday 1O to 6
613-546-7461   •  www.s22.c a

second floor
soft-seat cinema
documentaries
arthouse films

live music

201 Division Street Cobourg On K9A 3P6  

Oct 3 @  7.30  
Snaggle with Brownman 
Ali – progressive jazz
Oct 7 @ 3.00  
MIR Trio play ‘café music.’
Oct 21 @ 4.00  
Tanya Wills Quartet  
play jazz
Oct 26 @ 7.30  
Brownman Ali’s  
Halloween Thriller
Nov 4 @ 3.00  
Erica Crino plays 88 keys
Nov 5 @ 7.30  
The Marigolds with  
Suzie Vinnick
Nov 12 @ 7.30  
Mike Kelly’s ‘Heart of Gold’
Nov 30 @ 7.30  
Steve Holt and Dave 
Young – Jazz in the key 
of COOL
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BY ANNA OLSON
PHOTOGRAPH BY JANIS NICOLAY

Anna’s
Kitchen

C hewy, chocolatey and nut-
ty, these decadent bars are 
a take on Millionaire Bars, 
which have a shortbread 
base, a dense caramel centre 

and a chocolate topping.

Makes one 9 × 13-inch pan
Makes 48 bars
Prep Time: 25 minutes, plus cooling
Cook Time: 25 minutes, plus setting

Base
1 ¼ cups (185 g) all-purpose flour
½ cup (60 g) cocoa powder
½ cup (70 g) whole hazelnuts, toasted and peeled
⅔ cup (90 g) icing sugar
1 cup (225 g) cold unsalted butter, cut into pieces

Filling
1 tin (300 mL) sweetened condensed milk
¾ cup (150 g) packed light brown sugar
¾ cup (175 g) unsalted butter
½ cup (125 mL) whipping cream
½ cup (125 mL) golden corn syrup
1 tsp (5 mL) vanilla extract
½ tsp (2.5 g) salt

Topping
6 oz (180 g) bittersweet couverture/baking 
chocolate, chopped
3 Tbsp (45 g) unsalted butter
⅓ cup (50 mL) chopped toasted hazelnuts

1. Preheat the oven to 350 °F (180 °C). 
Lightly grease a 9 × 13-inch (3 L) pan and 
line it with parchment paper so that the paper 
comes up the sides of the pan.

2. For the base, place the flour, cocoa 
powder, hazelnuts and sugar into the bowl of 
a food processor and pulse until the nuts are 
finely ground. Add the butter and pulse until 
the mixture is rough and crumbly, but it does 
not need to come together. 

3. Press firmly into the prepared pan and 
bake for 15 minutes. While the base is 
cooling on a wire rack, prepare the filling.

4. For the filling, bring the condensed milk, 
brown sugar, butter, cream and corn syrup to 
a boil in a medium saucepan over high heat, 
stirring constantly with a spatula. Once the 
mixture reaches a boil, reduce the heat to 
medium and continue stirring until it reaches 
228 °F (109 °C) on a candy thermometer, 
about 9 minutes from when it starts to boil. 
Remove the pan from the heat and stir in the 
vanilla and salt. Pour over the base and let 
cool to room temperature, about 2 hours.

5. For the topping, place the chocolate and 
butter in a metal bowl set over a pot filled 

with an inch (2.5 cm) of barely simmering 
water, stirring until melted and smooth. Pour 
over the cooled caramel and spread or swirl 
the pan so that the caramel is coated evenly. 
Sprinkle the chopped hazelnuts over the 
chocolate and chill until set, about 2 hours.

6. To serve, slice the chilled bars into 
individual squares.

TIP: Store baked bars in an airtight container at 
room temperature for 10 days or in the fridge 
for up to 3 weeks. Do not freeze them because 
the caramel layer will liquefy when the bars 
thaw, making them very soft and messy.

CHOCOLATE  
HAZELNUT  

CARAMEL BARS

Recipe from Set for the 
Holidays: Recipes to Bring 

Comfort and Joy, Anna Olson, 
Appetite for Random House, 

2018
Available in stores on online 

starting October 16th
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OPEN  YEAR-ROUND   
TUESDAY TO SUNDAY 

 

SEPT. TO MAY:1 PM-4:30 PM 
JUNE TO AUG.: 10 AM—4:30 PM 

 

-TripAdvisor Review 
257 BRIDGE STREET 

EAST, BELLEVILLE, ON 

Eagerly awaited, the conclusion to the 
downtown Belleville revitalization project 
is rapidly approaching, with an end date 
expected sometime in October. What will this 
mean for downtown?  No more disruptions 
and detours and a fresh, consistent aesthetic 
from the top of Front Street, to the bottom.  
Currently, as many as seven businesses are 
undergoing façade improvements, which 
will lend further charm and character to the 
historic street scene.

Throughout last year, the BDIA and 
Belleville’s Economic Development worked 
together on a positive image campaign 
to create awareness of the tremendous 
businesses, services and homes that now 
inhabit the downtown.  This drive has been 
very successful in attracting even more new 
businesses, residents and shoppers and will 
be an asset for the future developments.

“We have weathered the storm and things 
are looking up with many fresh businesses 

and new BDIA members, Be Prepared and 
Chilangos, to name but two,” announces 
Hazel Loyst, manager of the BDIA.  A 
dramatic increase in Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter followers is also reported, 
further apartments in the downtown are 
now in great demand and an encouraging 
swing to a younger demographic has been 
observed that  supports as many as four 
bike shops and four yoga studios.  Some 
of these millenials are also setting up new 
businesses such as Bourbon and Bean, 
The Lark and Focus.

Currently there’s a good choice of recently 
renovated spaces suitable for retail or 
commercial use and a variety of second floor 
offices appropriate for service providers.

Hazel adds, “There may be lots of 
challenges still ahead, but challenges go 
hand in hand with opportunities.”

Looking forward, the BDIA has partnered 

with the Empire Theatre, which is 
celebrating its fifteenth anniversary, to 
offer free movie nights and matinees: the 
next screening will be Gone with the Wind 
on 20 October at 2.00pm.  Following that, 
the tree lighting ceremony accompanied 
by carol singers, is set for November 15, 
kicking off Christmas in the Village when 
over a hundred trees will be provided for 
business owners to decorate in their own 
individual and unique manner.

If you haven’t visited Front Street in a 
while, may be now is the time.  You might 
be surprised at the variety of unique and 
individual retail shops and services on 
offer, where you can interact with people 
who know and care about the products 
or services they are selling or providing. 
Come down for a great experience.

THE WORD ON THE STREET!   
EAT, SHOP, PLAY & EXPLORE  

     Downtown Belleville
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Largest stockists of essential oils 
from Ottawa to Toronto!   

Natural health products, 
Gifts

Home Décor
Jewellery

Reiki Healing
Psychic Readings

Classroom Seminars
223 Front Street, Belleville On K8N 2Z4

613-779-8036  Follow us on FB

Mention  
this ad for a  

Grapevine reader 
discount of 

10%

613.210.2979    395 Front Street, Belleville

Best prices in the Province!

oil paintings by Jesus Estevez
art classes

commissions
prints
soaps
cards

silver and stone jewellery

Thomas Estevez Design
silver & stone jewellery

Looking for Unique Furniture & 
Custom Window Coverings?

Visit UpFront Gallery & Home store  
in Downtown Belleville

Upscale, Uptown, UpFront  
Gallery & Home 

313 Front Street, Belleville, On
343-600-3313

www.upfrontgalleryhome.ca
Find us on Facebook, Pinterest, and Instagram

Funk & Grüven A-Z
Antiques & Beautiful Furnishings

52 Bridge St. E.
The Village, downtown Belleville

Buying & Selling
Antiques & Decorative Arts

613 921-7761
funkandgruven@gmail.com

The Belleville Downtown 
Improvement area is 
planning all kinds of 

exciting activities for us 
to enjoy in downtown 

Belleville.  Now the 
refurbishment is almost 

complete it’s time to 
rediscover the  

downtown and don’t 
forget the farmers’ market 
on Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and Saturdays in Market 

Square.  It’s over a  
century old and was 
once held inside City 
Hall.  Keep in touch at 

downtownbelleville.ca
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Gallery One-Twenty-One
48 Bridge Street E., Belleville ON, K8N 1L6   

962-4609
www.gallery121artists.com   
gallery121artists@yahoo.ca

Open Tuesday – Saturday 10 am to 4 pm

Gallery 121 is a non-profit 
cooperative art gallery 
founded in 1991. New 
shows are presented every  
six weeks featuring original 

works by both the member artists, as well 
as guest artists. Styles range from realism 
to abstract in a wide variety of media. 

Harvest Moon
By Marie Timbers

Blued Susans 
By Dona Knudsen

 Belleville.ca

“Eastern Ontario’s 
Bra-Fitting Experts”

Cup Sizes A-J  Bandwidths 30-46 
Brands include:

https://www.facebook.com/lamaisondeva/

SINCE 1918 

613-966-6900

 

Clothing and Accessories 
                  with Attitude

Miss Priss Boutique
215 Front Street, Belleville, On K8N 2Z4

613-969-9994
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Two of the bravest people I 
have ever met, Joaquim and 
Amor Conde, left regular ca-
reers in the city of Toronto to 
pursue the chance of farming 

in Black River, Prince Edward County, at 
212 County Road 16.

Joaquim operated an automotive repair 
shop and Amor worked in interior design; 
a far cry from the life they have adopted 
in The County.  They made the move five 
years ago, and the past two years have 
seen the farm expand in production and 
both appear to have adjusted well to their 
new home and lifestyle.

When Joaquim talks about the farm 
activities and future projects his voice 
is full of enthusiasm and pride.  Besides 
growing their own vegetables and 
raising livestock they offer many other 
experiences for visitors. Their ten acre 
farm is a work in progress.  Pigs, sheep, 
ducks, chickens, both for meat and laying 
hens, are free to wander the pastures.  At 
the present time one and a half acres are 
being tilled, nourished with their own 

Quinta Do Conde
A 19th Century Farm operating  
in the 21st Century 

compost instead of commercial fertilizers.  

A Summer Camp for children provides an 
opportunity for eight to twelve year olds 
to spend a week on the hundred and fifty 
year old farm and learn where their food 
comes from and to see it go from the field 
to the table.  Camp councillors are on site 
to supervise a variety of activities, such 
as children milling grain into flour for 
pizza dough.  Throughout the day a group 
worked on the dough and added toppings 
from the farm to share at the evening meal.  
Participants also learn about composting 
and growing crops.  Another camp had 
the students checking out bee hives 
and studying about honey production.  
Campers also learned to forage for edible 
flowers.  Joaquim and Amor hope to foster 
a wider appreciation of what food is and 
where it comes from so that tomorrow’s 
consumers may be more discerning.

Time and weather allowing Joaquim and 
Amor offer lunch from their roadside 
stand, between noon and three pm.  This 
is a not to be missed treat, with a typical 
menu offering some of the following:

BY LILLIE NORMILE

LET US KNOW WHEN AND WHERE 
AND WE WILL BE THERE!   

BUSINESS MEETINGS  
AIRPORT SERVICE

CONFERENCES 
SPECIAL EVENT WEDDINGS

SPORTING EVENTS
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY WINE TOURS

EXECUTIVE SEDANS, SUV, VANS AND VINTAGE 
VEHICLES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

1138 Birchall Way, Kingston On K7M 9A1
613-384-8412  executrans.ca
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Quinta Do Conde
A 19th Century Farm operating  
in the 21st Century 
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COMMUNITY RADIOCOMMUNITY RADIOCOMMUNITY RADIO

Stay connected to the County!
Stay connected to the County!

Stream us live at 993CountyFM.caStream us live at 993CountyFM.ca

EVERYTHING HAPPENING IN THE COUNTY, 
A GREAT SELECTION OF MUSIC OF ALL GENRES, 
NEWS, WEATHER, & EVENTS THROUGH THE DAY  

Your guide toYour guide to
EVERYTHING HAPPENING IN THE COUNTY, 
A GREAT SELECTION OF MUSIC OF ALL GENRES, 
NEWS, WEATHER, & EVENTS THROUGH THE DAY  
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● Lamb Burger on Homemade Bun
● Goat Burger on Homemade Bun
●  B.B.Q. Chicken Panini on  

Homemade Bun
● Farm Tortilla
●  Veg. Black Bean Burger on  

Homemade Bun
● All served with Fresh Garden Greens

You will note the short menu, usually 
the shorter the menu the better the food.  
Having enjoyed the lamb burger, the 
tortilla, and the salad, I cannot recommend 
a trip out for lunch more highly. Casual is 
not the word, just sit there and chat whilst 
Joaquim assembles your meal. Perfect if 
the weather’s cooperative.
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Volunteers are welcomed through World 
Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms, and 
WORKAWAY, organizations that connect 
them to hosts.  Some of the volunteers 
come from other countries as far away as 
Brazil and Germany.  The 2018 schedule 
includes the following activities:

●  the expansion of the rain water 
collection system

●  upgrades to the gravity fed irrigation 
system

●  improvements to the composting station
● installation of a photovoltaic solar array
● continuation to fence repairs
● building of a wood fired cob oven
●  construction of a grey water filtration 

system
● laying out the site for the geodesic dome
●  construction of a shipping container 

micro Eco-cabin

Check the website for workshops in which 
to participate throughout the season.  
Their loft can accommodate 35 people for 
workshops and meetings.  

Shop in their Local Food Shop, where 
everything for sale comes from the farm 
except Joaquim’s olive oil, which hails 
from his native Portugal and is harvested 
and pressed by his own hand.  Quinta do 
Conde produce is also available at farmer’s 
markets. In the barn, Amor has assembled 
antiques and collectibles to tempt visitors, 
and proposes to rekindle her upholstery 
skills, possibly using their own animal skins, 
completing the circle. Waste not, want not. 

Throughout the summer they host Table-at-
the-Farm “Harvest Dinner Series”.  Check 

their website for dates to book.  https://
www.quintadoconde.ca/  The protein 
component of the meal is advertised but 
the rest of the menu is a surprise.  At their 
dinners, they want to eliminate waste and 
stress on water resources, so ask that diners 
bring their own tableware.  Competition 
among the guests is encouraged with 
everyone looking to create the most 
elegant and interesting table setting from 
an assortment of table cloths, candles, 
dishes, silverware, vases, and flowers.  
As many as forty eight people can be 
accommodated, so these events are quite 
the occasion.  Starting around three, but 
no one’s looking at their watch, these 
events provide a perfect opportunity to 
relax in the company of other foodies and 
make new acquaintances.  Sometimes the 
dinners are hosted as fund raisers for local 
initiatives.  One such recent event raised 
money for a project helping to restore the 
Morrison Point Road dry stone wall.

For the future a two thousand sq.ft. cellar 
for storage and curing is in the offing.  
At present there is some solar and micro 
wind generation with plans to expand to 
get entirely off the grid eventually

Joaquim and Amor are happy to discuss 
their plans and share their dreams.  Follow 
them on:

● Instagram:
● @quintaconde
● @thelocalfoodshop_pec
● @amors_antiques

A much preferred option is to take a 
lovely country drive to check out the farm 

and enjoy the sites of The County.  If the 
road side stand is open, take time to enjoy 
the fresh cooked food offered on that day.  
Both Amor and Joaquim will be more 
than happy to share with visitors their 
aspirations for the farm.   A ride on the 
Glenora Ferry from Adolphustown to The 
County will only add to the experience.
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Of Wool & Wire:
The Stop Motion Worlds of  Cardboard Reality
With work by bekky O’Neil & Keith Del Principe

Arts & Heritage Centre Warkworth
35 Church Street | ahcentre.ca
October 19th to November 25th 2018
Reception Saturday October 20th 7-10pm

My love affair with Northumberland County 
began almost two decades ago, when I bought 
an 1842 stone farmhouse in the middle of one 
hundred and twenty three acres in Roseneath.  
For a single mom with two young daughters, 
this neck of the woods was heaven.  But as 
the girls grew up, and went off on their own 
adventures, feelings of isolation kicked in: I 
longed for a sense of community.  I’d heard 
about the joys of living in a small village from 
my late parents, who relished their youth, 
growing up in a tiny “shtetl” in eastern Po-
land before the war.  The people in their be-
loved community were the stuff of fairy tales: 
a colourful cast of characters with quirky, 
endearing traits.  My mother referred to their 
“shtetl” as a ‘horse and buggy’ town—light 
years away from modern conveniences, but 
with a charming innocence that was utterly 
delicious.  I started entertaining the notion of 
finding a place in Northumberland County 
that might deliver some of that same magic. 

The more I visited Warkworth, the more it got 
under my skin.  Jeannine’s Backtalk Café pro-
vided the backdrop for my initial outings, and 
I was intrigued by the mix of wonderful peo-
ple there—a place for a meeting of the minds, 
where artists and farmers could share a table, 
indulging in the spirit of camaraderie.   I dis-
covered the  beautifully curated shops on Main 
Street, and attended the annual Maple Syrup 
Festival, blown away by the vibrant and wel-
coming atmosphere.  That spirited and friendly 
feel was in the air again at Warkworth’s annu-
al Lilac Festival.  The array of people I began 
meeting in the village never failed to delight 
and inspire, for many different reasons.   But 
what sealed the deal for me was the time I 
drove to Warkworth and realized I was running 

on empty.  Panicky, because there wasn’t a gas 
station around for miles, I went into Our Lucky 
Stars and told owner Liz Aikenhead my woes.  
Without skipping a beat, Lizzie said her part-
ner, Trevor, always had a can of gasoline on 
hand, and would be happy to go to their farm 
and bring it to me.  Fifteen minutes later, the 
heroic Trevor was back, filled up my tank, and 
I was on my way.  

When my artist daughter Bekky O’Neil and 
her partner Keith Del Principe decided to 
move their “Cardboard Reality” animation 
studio to our Roseneath farm, my partner  Iain 
and I concurred it was time for us to look for a 
country house in Warkworth, where we could 
become part of  that kind and caring commu-
nity I longed for.  We found the perfect place, 
and now, two years later, we’re relishing our 
weekends,  entertaining new friends, visiting 
shops and galleries, indulging in fine food, 
walking the Millennium Trail and lapping up 
all the beauty and artistry around us.  

From October 20th  to November 14th,  the 
eclectic work of my daughter Bekky  and 
Cardboard Reality Studio  will be featured 
at Ah! Arts and Heritage Centre.  I’m most 
excited to see how the amazing puppets she 
created for Cardboard Reality’s upcoming  
animated film about her grandmother’s tiny  
“shtetl” will resonate.  It gives me such pride 
and pleasure to think that those original, 
colourful villagers I heard so much about 
growing up will be remembered all these 
years later, right here in my own little vil-
lage.  It promises to be a perfect tribute to 
love of community, and a testament to my 
parents’ inspiring legacy.

Falling  for 
 WARKWORTH

Ah_HanatsuMiroir_grapevine.pdf   1   2018-09-07   8:12 AM

BY JEANNE BEKER
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1 (877) 344-5622

ENGLISH 
COUNTRY 
COTTAGE 

DECOR

winker’s nook
39 main street

warkworth, on k0k 3k0

the nook gallery
28 main street

w w w. w i n k e r s n o o k . c o m

 FAMILY & CUISINE.
INGREDIENTS & CHEESES, 

KITCHEN IMPLEMENTS.

27 Main Street, Warkworth, On K0K 3K0
613-921-2604 

www.thevillagepantry.ca

NATURAL PRODUCTS 
IN A FRIENDLY COUNTRY STORE 

Natural & Organic Food
Gluten-free & Vegan Products

Vitamins, Supplements, & Natural Remedies
Live Entertainment Café

18 Main St., Warkworth ON K0K 3K0
Tel. (705) 304-2270

naturalwarkworth@gmail.com
facebook.com/TheNaturalWarkworth
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M ercury is the messenger of the gods and the mes-
sage is that real chocolate, real coffee and real ge-
lati, (that’s the plural of gelato, for those of us non 
Italian speakers), is infinitely preferable to the al-

ternatives.  Much chocolate these days is not what it was.  Cocoa 
beans consist mainly of cocoa and cocoa butter or fat.  Actually, 
the fat is extracted from the beans, once roasted, under hydrau-
lic pressure and the remains are then processed into cocoa.  Alas 
cocoa butter is also prized in the cosmetics industry, so much of 
it finds its way there, and larger chocolate companies seek infe-
rior substitutes for cocoa butter.  Even the cocoa constituent is 
under threat, though in a different way.  World wide demand for 
chocolate is rising and manufacturers fear supplies will not keep 
up, obliging their search for other options.  Darren Johns, own-
er explains, “Premium chocolate comes primarily from Criollo / 
Porcelana pods, which accounts for 5% of the world’s production.  
Medium to utility grades come from Forastero beans which ac-
count for 85%. Trinitario is a hybrid varietal accounting for 10%.  
Most global companies use Forastero and add flavour synthesiz-

ers to maximize shelf life.  Micro plantations provide small batch 
Criollo / Porcelana for "bean to bar" type artisans.”  

And the difference between ice cream and gelati is that “traditional 
ice cream uses heavy cream, sugar, an emulsificant / stabilizers 
like: mono-diglycerides (E471), lactic acid esters (E472b), 
propylene glycol esters (E477) and blends of these.  It also has 
between 70-100% air churned into it. This is called "overrun".  
Whilst for Gelati, 3.25 % whole milk is used, with only 15-25%  
air churned in for a more creamy, less icy, but dense texture.  
Also, the pure flavours come through faster and cleaner since 
whole milk is better able to transfer those.”  Mercury Chocolates 
uses pure Criollo / Porcelana, and makes authentic gelati, without 
the egg.  "We also manufacture vegan chocolate," adds Darren.

So now we know. If you’re interested in consuming real 
chocolate, or real gelati, you know how to make a wise choice…
ask questions and if you’re not happy with the answers spend 
your money elsewhere.

Mercury Chocolates of Port Hope
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DISCOVER
 A NEW CONCEPT 
 IN 55+ LIVING

Don’t miss out, visit us today!
15 Wellings Drive, Picton

Call Joanne 613-827-5338   je@wellingsofpicton.com

WellingsofPicton.com

Say hello to Wellings, a vibrant new 

community with more choices, right-sized 

apartments, atrium living and à la carte 

services designed for a feel-good way of life.

NOW 

65% 
LEASED!
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Patrick Chan
Flying Winemaker?
Canada’s most successful male figure 
skater, Patrick Chan, is cutting a 
new figure as a wine lover. He’s not 
just sniffing, swirling and sipping 
the stuff, but has also developed a 
taste for blending and promoting 
his new brand, produced in partner-
ship with Flat Rock Cellars, located 
on the Twenty Mile Bench in Ontar-
io’s Niagara Peninsula.

Chan announced his retirement 
from competitive figure skating, 
after the Winter Olympics in Pyeo-
ngchang, South Korea.  The Cana-
dian champion, three-time World 
Champion, Olympic Silver Medalist, 
and Olympic Team Gold Medalist 
intends to settle down in Vancou-
ver.  The Patrick Chan Figure Skating 
Academy is coming soon and he 
will continue to entertain the world 
with his mastery of the ice in occa-
sional demonstration tours.

He has also released 2013 “On Ice” 
Riesling Icewine ($23), and 2011 
Sparkling Blanc de Blancs ($30). 
They’ve been selling briskly at the 
winery and in select LCBO stores.  
Chan met with Flat Rock’s owner Ed 
Madronich and former winemaker 
Jay Johnston to taste through a se-
ries of wines and come up with the 
right blend for each.  The 27 year 
old says that since he’s hung up his 
skates, he has more time to make 
regular visits to Ontario to work on 
new projects with Flat Rock’s cur-
rent winemaker, David Sheppard. 

Well, Patrick, how about combining 
your passions for bubbles and ice 
by making a sparkling ice wine?

#WineChat   
BY KONRAD EJBICH
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I t started with six pallets; now there 
are eighteen and the ‘Pallet- Able’ Art 
project continues to be a very popular 
one—and a boost to arts and culture 
in the Town of Greater Napanee.

“We are thrilled with the growth in 
popularity of this and it’s wonderful to 
see so many artists, local businesses 
and organizations, and residents getting 
involved,” said Tim Nimigan, who co-
chairs the Arts and Culture committee for 
the Town.  “We’ve ordered ten more pallets, 
so that will bring us up to thirty.  Right now, 
most of the eighteen are in the town’s core 
area but we hope to expand and have more 
in the outlying areas of Greater Napanee 
within the next year or so.” 

This public art project uses specially 
designed industrial wooden pallets that 
are pre-treated and primed for the artists.  
Once they are completed and a sponsor 

found, then they are installed throughout 
the municipality.  Installation has been 
from mid May to early November for 
most, but two were left out over winter at 
the Waterfront Riverfront Pub & Terrace.

“That seemed to work well, so we will talk 
to them and perhaps see if there are others 
that can be left out year-round,” Tim said.  
“It will depend on the location and how 
protected the pallets would be from the 
winter weather.”

While Tim has been a driving force with this 
project, and has created and painted his own 
pallets, he says it was the support of Lyndsay 
Tee, Economic Development Co-ordinator 
for the Town of Greater Napanee, the rest 
of the Arts and Culture committee, and the 
Town council, for the success of the project. 

“Lyndsay did a great job with the artists 
and the sponsors, and now that work 

is being done by Annie Manion while 
Lyndsay is on maternity leave.” 

Annie has her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
so she says working on this project is a fun 
part of her job.  “I am really looking forward 
to being able to get more of the pallets 
installed throughout the community.  It’s been 
especially good working with the sponsors.”

One of those sponsors is Drain-All Ltd, a 
company committed to environmental issues.  
So it is fitting that the pallet done by artist Peggy 
Collins named, “Protecting the Environment” 
is located beside the Napanee River. 

“We were introduced to the art project by 
Deputy Mayor Marg Isbester and as we 
are always looking for ways to support 
the community, this was a good project for 
us,” says company representative Stephen 
Huza.  “Protecting the various species 
painted by Peggy on our pallet: the beaver, 

‘Pallet- Able’ Art becomes  
even more palatable. 

BY CHRISTINE PEETS
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the dragonflies, the birds, flowers is a 
wonderful concept. The art, the location 
and the environmental concept make a 
strong triangle of value, so we are very 
pleased with the results.  We are supporting 
the arts, the environment, the community 
and this brings awareness to Drain-All's 
mission of protecting the environment.”

Peggy Collins said that coming up with 
the right concept for the sponsor took a 
few months but then the actual work came 
together fairly quickly even though she 
does not work with acrylics very often. 

“I had a personal deadline to meet, and 
once we had the right design that everyone 
was happy with, it was fun working 
on this, and the other pallet that I did,” 
she said.  “I am down here, by the river, 
quite often with my children, so this is an 
important area to protect.”

Bringing awareness to the sponsor’s 
values was particularly important to the 
Retired Women Teachers of Ontario, 
Napanee Branch, who asked Barbara 
Marlin, a retired teacher, to design and 
paint a pallet for them. 

“We’d read about the project and wanted to be 
involved, and support the arts this way,” said 
Marg Baldwin, president of the local group.

“After retiring from teaching my interest 
turned to creative arts and painting.  It 
was an honour when they approached 
me to design and paint a pallet that the 
organization would sponsor,” Barbara said. 
“In designing the pallet I drew from the 
symbols of teaching and learning: children 
starting out on life’s journey of education 
in an ever expanding world of knowledge.”

The location of the pallet was also 
important.  It could have been at a school, 
but which one?   That problem was solved 
when the Napanee branch of the Lennox 
& Addington County libraries expressed 
interested. It was a natural fit. 

“We’ve had the Art in the Library project 
running for a while at the branch and 
would have supported any pallet but to 
have this one, which fits so well with what 
we do educationally, is so relevant,” says 
Catherine Coles, manager of the library 

services for the County. 

While there are various organizations 
and businesses sponsoring the pallets, as 
well as individuals, one of the caveats is 
that the pallets be visible to the public 
even if they are on privately owned 
property.  The pallets at the Napanee 
Veterinary Hospital, Shellin Pools, and 
the Cornerstone Christian Academy are 
examples of how this is bringing the arts 
and the community together.

“We are trying to have as many pallets 
in various parts of the community as 
possible and we really want this to fulfill 
the public art mandate that we started 
with,” said Annie Manion.  “Our 20th 
anniversary pallet, marking the creation of 
the Town of Greater Napanee, following 
the amalgamation of 1998, will be on 
display at various community events, and 
we want those townships to have their 
own pallets, so we are working on that.” 

Finding the pallets is easy by visiting the 
‘Pallet-Able’ Art page on the Town of 
Greater Napanee’s interactive website, 
https://www.greaternapanee.com/en/live-
play-and-discover/-pallet-able-art-program.
aspx.  There, you will find an interactive 
map that gives the location and information 
about each of the pallets, and the artists. 

“When we envisioned this, we never 
thought it would be what it is now, and 
it’s wonderful to see how much it’s 
expanded,” Tim Nimigan said. “We think 
it’s really showing the arts and culture 
available in Greater Napanee.” 

Artist Peggy Collins, “Protecting the Environment”, 
pallet located in Springside Park, Greater Napanee. 
Sponsored by Drain All Ltd.  Photo by Christine 
Peets

Artist Barbara Marlin, “School Days” pallet located 
at the Napanee branch of the L & A County Library, 
Photo supplied by Town of Greater Napanee.

Artist Jackie Adams, “Happiness Is…” photo with Dr. 
Ewen Ferguson, and friends, Napanee Veterinary 
Hospital (sponsor and location). Photo supplied by 
Tim Nimigan 

Cornerstone Christian Academy students 
representing all students who helped create “God 
Said…And It Was So,” by artist Debbie Nimigan. 
Photo by Tim Nimigan

“Come on in..The Water’s Fine”, sponsor and 
location, Shellin Pools, artist, Tim Nimigan. Photo 
supplied by Tim Nimigan
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A day devoted to the good, the 
bad and the ugly surrounding 
world food issues, the Food 
and Agriculture Organiza-
tion of the United Nations 

has celebrated World Food Day annually 
every October 16 since 1945.  In past years, 
the focus of the day has included discus-
sions on food waste, climate change, food 
security and rural development.  The Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is an 
international agency working to combat 
world hunger.  Their goal is to achieve food 
security for every man, woman and child 
and to ensure everyone has regular access 
to good quality food to promote healthy 
living.  The hope is to achieve zero hun-
ger by 2030.  The FAO is asking everyone 
to imagine a world with zero hunger, but is 
this ambitious goal achievable?  

Last year’s World Food Day centred around 
migration and in particular, food security 
and rural development.  According to the 
FAO, there were 244 million international 
migrants in 2015, an increase of more than 
40 percent from 2000, with almost half 
being women.  In addition, it is estimated 
there were 763 million internal migrants 
in 2013, meaning those people who move 
within national borders rather than from 
country to country.  At no time since the 
Second World War have more people 

been forced to flee their homes and home 
countries.  The impact of food security on 
migrants has been enormous and the crisis 
very real and ongoing.

World Food Day is a day given to thinking 
more closely about food: how it is grown, 
harvested and distributed, produced and 
processed, and how we can help those 
dealing with food insecurity.  It also 
explores agricultural biodiversity in a 
climate changing world.  How and why do 
some people encounter food insecurity and 
what can be done to change and improve the 
situation?  Should we be mindful of what 
food we buy, where it came from, including 
how far it travelled; was it sustainably 
grown and is it good for us?  What does the 
future hold and can we be better informed?

While the idea of food insecurity and 
poverty may seem a world away, and 
despite being a wealthy, first world country, 
Canada is not immune when it comes to 
food security issues, with Canada’s north 
and many rural communities being most 
severely affected.  The FAO notes that 80 
percent of the world’s poor live in rural 
areas.  On a local level, food insecurity 
remains a very real and significant problem.  
While a small portion of the population of 
larger towns and cities may experience 

food insecurity at some point in their 
lives, with a population of just 25,000, 
Prince Edward County as one example is 
not immune to the problem.  In an area of 
relative prosperity, the services of two local 
food banks, The Wellington and District 
Storehouse Foodbank and the Picton United 
Church County Food Bank, are in demand 
year-round.  In addition, several non-profit 
organizations also exist for those needing 
assistance, including Food Not Bombs, The 
County Food Hub and Food to Share.

Globally, food insecurity can manifest due 
to political instability, wars and conflicts, 
natural disasters, such as earthquakes, 
extreme weather events, such as floods and 
drought, and migration.  Closer to home, 
poverty and hunger may result due to 
economic slowdown, a job loss or illness or 
a change in circumstances, such as divorce.  
While much is beyond our individual 
control, there is still plenty individuals can 
do to help alleviate hunger on a local level.  
If you are a gardener, grow some of your 
food, and grow extra to give away.  Grow 
what thrives best in your area and for your 
soil and climate or participate in the local 
community gardens program.  

Commercially, should we look at what 
we are growing and why we are growing 

World Food Day
Changing the way we approach our food

BY SHARON HARRISON

World Food Day
Changing the way we approach our food
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it?  Are we growing a specific crop for the 
right reasons?  Just four crops, namely 
wheat, rice, soybean and maize, make up 
two-thirds of the world’s food supply, and 
yet for thousands of years, around 7,000 
crops have been farmed.  Do farmers 
and governments need to approach food 
differently and do attitudes need to change?  
Ironically, the global food system is the 
largest contributor to climate change.

Did you know the world produces enough 
food to feed everyone in it?  There is no 
shortage of food, yet worldwide 815 million 
people suffer from hunger, with 60 percent 
of those being women.  According to UN 
statistics, it costs the global economy US$ 
3.5 trillion yearly to deal with malnutrition.  
At the other end of the scale, 1.9 billion 
people around the globe are overweight; 
600 million of those are obese.  

Food waste is a huge problem around 
the world, and in Canada, too.  Every 
one of us is likely guilty of throwing out 
spoiled food at some point.  While it may 
be unavoidable some of the time, think 
about how much effort, time, money and 
resources it took to get the food to you.  
Avoiding throwing out good food will 
not only help with finances, but it should 
make you feel good knowing that you are 
not contributing to the millions of tons of 
food that end up in landfill sites each year.  
And if you find yourself with wasted food, 
return it to the land by composting it rather 
than allowing it to occupy landfill sites.  
One third of all food produced worldwide 
is lost or wasted which equates to US$ 2.6 
trillion per year to the global economy.

Eat better, eat less, eat wisely, choose 
organic options, plan meals, choose 
sustainable and locally grown in season 
produce wherever possible, but most of all, 
waste as little as possible.  Plan to consume 
fresh produce quickly otherwise freeze 
it or cook it and freeze it for later.  If you 
can’t finish food before it goes bad, give 
it away to friends, neighbours or the local 
food bank rather than choosing to toss it.  
Every one of us has a responsibility to learn 
about the food we are growing, buying and 
consuming—and wasting.  In our desire for 
perfection, does a blemish or a mark on our 
fruits and vegetables really matter?  Don’t 
be afraid of misshapen apples or potatoes 
or carrots; they taste just as good as their 

perfect counterparts and often cost less, so 
choose the ugly fruit.  

Reconnect with food; take the time to 
appreciate where it came from, who grew 
it and how it arrived on your plate.  It 
doesn’t just happen by magic.  Eating can 
be a pleasurable, bonding and therapeutic 
experience.  Sharing a meal with family or 
friends, no matter how small or insignificant 
the offerings, is about securing connections, 
developing social skills, establishing new 
traditions as old recipes are preserved and 
new ones are created.  Eating well doesn’t 
have to mean hours standing over a hot 
stove; the simplest meals with the fewest 
ingredients are often the most nutritious 
and tastiest.  Food should be consumed in a 
slow, mindful and meaningful manner.  The 
universal experience of eating should be an 
enjoyable one.

The FAO’s mission statement is to end 
poverty in all its forms everywhere; 
end hunger, achieve food security and 
improve nutrition and promote sustainable 
agriculture.  While we may not be able 
to fix malnutrition half way around the 
world, we have the ability to make a 
difference in a small, but significant 
way on a local level right where we 
live.  It’s about working together, sharing 
knowledge and ideas and taking small 
steps.  Connect with food, enjoy it, have 
fun with it, learn about it, but respect it.  
Get to know a farmer: family farms make 
up 90 percent of farms around the world.  
Get to know a cow.  Know where the cows 
and chickens you consume come from; 
where they graze and how they are treated 
because you are what your meat eats.  

On UN World Food Day, do we all need to 
stop and think about our relationship with 
food and ask ourselves: can we do better, 
should we do better and how can we do 
better?  Remember, food is a human right.  
Do we need to develop a fresh approach 
to the food we consume?  How do we 
prevent our neighbours going hungry?  On 
World Food Day, what should we be doing 
differently and how can we work together 
to end poverty and hunger in our local 
community?  World Food Day is about 
educating, empowering and enacting 
change: a day of food for thought.  
 
#WFD2018   #ZeroHunger

Quinta Do Conde

Organic Living
at

farm stand
harvest dinners

summer camp
farm stay

workshops
antiques barn

follow us on instagram
@quintadoconde

@thelocalfoodshop_pec
@amors_antiques

for more information visit

www.quintadoconde.ca

May 1 to December 31 
OPEN DAILY | 10 to 5

www.cooneyfarms.com

10 Wellmans Rd
STIRLING, ON
K0K 3E0
(613) 395-2395 
(613) 395-3947
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With the beaches of Sand-
banks Provincial Park, 
Prince Edward County is 
known as a family friend-
ly region halfway between 

Toronto and Ottawa in which to explore 
great wineries, breweries and restaurants, 
enjoy bike tours or take in a bit of antiquing.  
More recently the area has quietly estab-
lished itself as home to a growing number of 
unique artists and artisans creating beautiful 
work in a variety of media.

Delane Cooper is one such artisan.  A 
goldsmith specializing in creating custom 
jewelry with a message, she greets you with 
a warm and open smile behind which is a 
story of inspiration, courage and resilience. 

As a child, Delane’s vivid imagination was 
a means of escape from an abusive home 
life at the hands of her biological father.  
Despite being taken in by a friend’s family 
at the age of fifteen, she floundered for 
years in an all too familiar pattern of falling 
in with the wrong crowd, mistaking abuse 
for love and having little to no self-worth.

Her foster mother had an artistic circle of 
friends, two of whom were goldsmiths.   
Shadowing one of those women in 
particular, cemented in Delane’s heart 
a passion for jewelry making, but the 
practicality of needing a job that paid 
the bills rather than one that fed her soul, 
led her away from an artistic path.  She 
moved to New Jersey in 1997 to pursue 
a skyrocketing career selling technology 
for data centres.  Whilst it was a field 
in which she excelled, it offered little 
fulfillment.  Add to that years of struggling 

with her demons and going from one 
abusive relationship to another and it’s no 
surprise she developed a debilitating case 
of fibromyalgia, a health disorder which 
causes chronic muscle pain, fatigue, sleep 
problems, and extreme sensitivity.

Her health declined rapidly to the point 
where she was unable to leave the house, or 
even go to work.  One particular visit to her 
doctor stands out in her mind.  It ended with 
him pulling out his prescription pad but 
instead of writing yet another prescription 
for ‘uppers’ and ‘downers’ to manage 
her pain and lack of energy, he wrote the 
title of a book, “Anatomy of a Spirit” by 
Caroline Myss, and suggested she change 
her diet.  The doctor’s guidance along with 
the love and support of her husband marked 
the beginning of a period that transformed 
her life.  She began by eliminating from 
her diet, pork, then all meat, followed by 
fish and dairy.  Her energy increased, pain 
decreased and in 2008 the woman who once 
required the use of a cane to walk, climbed 
Mount Kilimanjaro. 

With her body on the mend, her husband 
gently urged her to leave the sales world 
and find a career she was passionate 
about.  Stints working with kids, and 
painting (“I sucked”) lead to her taking a 
jewelry making class in 2005 and she has 
been making custom pieces ever since. 

Her works often incorporate old stones 
such as those from engagement rings which 
she prefers to name ‘freedom rings’ after 
the end of a relationship. Family heirlooms 
and  antique pieces can also be incorporated 

BY PRIYA RAO
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into the design.  Each piece comes with 
a written statement that weaves the life 
stories of the client with how the piece 
came to be.   Delane’s energy, passion, and 
deep connection to the recipient make her 
pieces unique and so distinctly personal.  
It also explains why it takes between three 
and eight weeks to create each one. 

Her success is intertwined with her desire 
to give back and most of her commissioned 
pieces are linked to charitable organizations.  
The Animal Stone line supports various 
animal sanctuaries and foundations and can 
be purchased online at www.AnimalStone.
com or in the gift store at the Royal Ontario 
Museum.  The “See the Light” pendant is 
available at www.Delane.ca and supports 
the Canadian Women’s Foundation which 
specializes in helping women and girls 
move out of violence, out of poverty, and 
into confidence.

But it is her Lotus Hero project that is closest 
to her heart, born out of a desire to bring the 
discussion of childhood sexual abuse into the 
foreground.  Recognizing that it’s a difficult 
and uncomfortable issue for many to discuss, 
she felt jewelry was a non confrontational 
way to evoke conversation and inspire action.  
She named the project after the lotus, a flower 
that is driven to rise above the murky waters 
from where it was created and to blossom into 
something beautiful. 

The Lotus Hero bracelet she designed 
is available on her site and is made of 
freshwater pearls and a silver lotus charm.  
Proceeds from the bracelet will help fund a 
larger multimedia project titled “My Story, 
The Story of Many” which will share twelve 
stories of abuse through a combination 
of photography and jewelry.  With it she 
hopes to inspire those who don’t know that 
they too can blossom like the lotus flower 
rather than remaining victim to the pain 
and shame.  This is also why she prefers the 
term ‘person of experience’ which she feels 
offers a sense of hope to change and grow, 
rather than the term ‘survivor’.

The concept of karma or fate may not be 
one you align with but there is no doubt that 
in Delane’s case, artistic expression through 
creation has always been her calling and no 
amount of pain, physical or emotional, was 
going to keep this lotus from rising to the 
surface and bringing beauty into the world. 
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After just over ten months of living in 
the French part of Switzerland, that’s 
exactly what’s happened.  With the end 
of this delightful little fling clearly in 
sight, it’s hard not to feel a little sad.  
And yes, though we know we’re lucky 
going home means a return to domestic 
bliss and a fabulous existence back in 
Canada, our looming departure date has 
sparked a renewed frenzy of enthusiastic 
encounters.

Will we go hiking in the alps this weekend 
or drive to Montreux for a stroll around 
Lake Geneva’s idyllic shoreline and 
maybe, hear a little jazz?  Should we go 
medieval and walk atop the amazingly 

well-preserved city walls of Murten, or 
really ancient and check out the ruins of 
some Roman baths in nearby Avenches?  
Basel’s funky contemporary architecture 
or romantic Gruyere’s 600 year old 
château?  Skyscraper or castle?  What 
are we in the mood for today?  When 
everything is fresh and unknown, the 
possibilities seem endlessly exciting.

"You are speaking metaphorically here, 
aren’t you?" my husband inquires as he 
reads over my shoulder.  A steadfast, loyal 
type, and also, the son of immigrants, he’s 
happy where he’s landed.  Jumping ship to 
live elsewhere permanently would never 
occur to him.

Is it my fourth generation Canadian status on 
both sides that has me seeking something a 
little out of the ordinary?  More likely the fact 
I’m not tied to a nine to five job this year while 
someone else brings home the (albeit Swiss) 
bacon.  Easy to fall in love when you have 
plenty of time on your hands to fantasize.

"Still metaphorical, right?" asks the 
bringer of bacon, but he winks as he says 
it.  He knows what I’m talking about.

The exact same thing happened a decade 
ago when we lived temporarily, but 
happily, in South Australia.  By the 
six month mark I was dreaming about 
permanent resident status.

The problem with moving to another country for a year is that often you  
fall in love with the place.  And because you know from the start it’s going to 

be a relatively brief affair, bookended both sides by the steadfast familiarity  
of home, feelings tend to run pretty passionate.

Home Coming
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"I’m joking," I reassured my husband 
when he caught me looking at a 
government website outlining emigration 
requirements.  "You know I could never 
leave Canada."
 
But wouldn’t some sort of 50/50  
arrangement be nice?  Especially if the Aussie 
50% took place over Canadian winter.

Years later, as I suffer through yet another 
crush in an entirely different part of the 
world, I realize Down-Under’s biggest 
attraction probably centered around weather.   
With the perspective of a few years under 
my belt, I berate myself now for being so 
superficial.  How naive to fall for the allure 
of twelve months of summer.  Still, our first 
winter back went on forever……

But really, could I ever have turned my 
back permanently on a climate with four 
seasons?  What would an autumn without 
colour resemble?  How could one forgo 
the first fluffy snowfall, grand herald to 
the Christmas party season?  And who 
doesn’t love that wonderful feeling when we 
exchange clunky winter boots for shoes, and 
then (gasp !), sandals?  Oh, the joy of t-shirt 
weather and outdoor cafes!  Canadians know 
how to make the most of things.  Endless 
days of same, no matter how warm, would 
no doubt have grated eventually.

Still, Swiss weather seems remarkedly 
like Canada’s.  What’s the attraction this 
time? Could there be deeper feelings 
lurking beneath the surface?  Or is it 
simply a case of "when not with the one 
you love, love the one you’re with?!"

"You need a distraction," declares my 
husband, settling down beside me on the 
couch and holding out a glass of very 
good Swiss wine (not available for export 
– sigh!)  How about I cook dinner tonight?"

"Sold," I exclaim, ready to shed my role 
as the household’s current chief cook and 
bottle washer at the drop of a hat!  Would 
Switzerland or Australia even consider 
wooing me if they knew how easy I was!  
"What are you making?"

"Something a little Canadian, a litttle 
Swiss, maybe even a little Australian," he 
muses.  "I call it Un Pot Internationale, 

though you might know it better as 
Broccoli Casserole."

"Sounds perfect," I smile.  "Will we be 
able to find all of the same ingredients 
once we’re back home?"
 
"If not, we can always use it as an excuse 
for a trip," he says, topping up my wine 
glass.  After twenty-eight years of 
marriage, he knows me too well! 

Broccoli Casserole 
Internationale
This wonderful "comfort food" 
casserole relies heavily not just on 
broccoli, but also, a generous wallop 
of cheese, a constant in many Swiss 
and Austrialian dishes.  Now that 
I think of it, could it be a simple 
addiction to curds and whey that 
keeps turning my head? 

Ingredients:
3 small packages of frozen broccoli 
or 5 cups fresh, blanched
1 and ½ cups milk
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese
½ cup softened cream cheese
1 cup mayonnaise
1 small onion, chopped
1 can sliced waterchestnuts, rinsed 
and drained
2 tbsps butter
½ cup fine breadcrumbs
salt and pepper to taste

Lightly grease an 9 by 16 baking dish 
and arrange broccoli in an even layer.

Mix milk, flour, salt and pepper in a 
large sauce pan and bring to a boil, 
stirring constantly.  Remove from 
heat once it thickens.

Add cream cheese and cheddar and stir 
until smooth.  Then add mayonnaise, 
onions and waterchestnuts, mix 
thoroughly and spoon over top of 
broccoli.

Melt butter and mix with breadcrumbs.  
Spoon over broccoli mixture and bake 
at 375 degrees for about 20 minutes 
or until breadcrumbs are brown.  
Serve this easygoing side dish with 
practically anything and enjoy!

TUSCANY
FOOD & WINE EXCURSION 2019

SEPTEMBER 15 TH-23 RD, 2019

HARVEST TOUR FEATURING:
~ MONTEPULCIANO ~ FLORENCE ~ PIENZA ~ 

~ CASTIGLIONE DEL LAGO ~ SIENA ~ CORTONA ~ 

• Air TransAT – Return Toronto to Rome •
• 8 Days / 7 Nights accommodation •

• Wine Tastings at Premium Tuscan Estates •
• Professional City Guided Tours and Top Restaurant Dining•

• Castle Accommodation •
• Deluxe Shuttle Service in Tuscany •

• $4475 CAD (includes, f light, taxes, transfers and meals)•

Your hosts Darren Johns of Mercury Chocolates & Darlene Stewart invite you to come 
experience Tuscany in an enchanting setting. World class wineries, top city guides and 
ancient architecture await you. Come aboard, we'd love to have you along with us.

Darren Johns CTC - Mercury Chocolates – 905.396.7758 
Host: Tuscany / Amalfi Coast Food & Wine Tours 

#50014534CAA COBOURG 905-372-8777

Family Functions • Weddings 
Afternoon Teas 

(details @ MontroseInn.ca)

Boutique Bed & Breakfast
and Tea Room

1725 Old Highway 2, Belleville, K8N 4Z2
613-966-1028 • 1-866-466-6876

innkeepers@montroseinn.ca
montroseinn.ca
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A modern new build 
nestled amongst  
a spruce forest.  

Some features include 
a glass enclosed living 
area and a large deck.  

See more at 
www.modernlodgepec.com

Contact: Sarah Eskins
454 Morrison Point Rd.

Milford, ON
C: 647.283.5414

Choose East & Main suites for 
your County adventure.   

Two luxury self-catering suites: 
king size bed & Kitchen area.

Main suite has sitting area  
& private deck.

Free WiFi. Steps from  
Lake Ontario, restaurants and 
entertainment.
East & Main Suites. 
280 Main Street, Wellington. PEC.
613-399-5420 
suites@eastandmain.ca

2274 Prince Edward County Rd 1, Bloom�eld
613.3931414  •  hu�estates.com

2274 Prince Edward County Rd 1, Bloom�eld
613.3931414  •  hu�estates.com

Share in a family passion – stay in elegant country accommodation  
adjacent to the winery, Oeno Gallery and the sculpture garden.  

Wine tasting tour included in all packages.

2274 Prince Edward County Rd 1, Bloom�eld
613.3931414  •  hu�estates.com.

www.countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com

1-866-576-5993

Vacation Rental Specialists  
for Prince Edward County

www.countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com

1-866-576-5993

Vacation Rental Specialists  
for Prince Edward County

www.countyholidayhomes.com
info@countyholidayhomes.com

1-866-576-5993

Vacation Rental Specialists  
for Prince Edward County

We offer a variety of  vacation 
properties to suit every budget 

and taste. Let us help you 
find the perfect place for your 

vacation or getaway.

Beyond Organic 
                 Beyond Terroir

Black River B & B
68 Morrison Point Road, Black River
613.476.7346   blackriverBB.com

Best reviews in  
Prince Edward County

Savour gourmet breakfasts with heritage free range eggs.
High Tea October to May. Views of Black River and McMahon Bluff.

1291 Shannon Rd ~ Roslin, ON ~ K0K 2V0
(613)561-8324 ~ parkscreekretreat@gmail.com ~ parkscreekretreat.ca

Home Away 
      from Home
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Visit us on Facebook
86 King Street West, Cobourg 

905-372-9224 www.tuggsfurniture.com
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Italian Style MeatloafAutumn @ Seasons!

6 Dundas St. W, Napanee, ON
613.354.7557  www.seasonsfinefoods.com  

Did you know that Seasons Fine Foods has daily  
fresh sandwiches and salads, prepared meals, local produce  

and baked goods? Let Seasons help you with all your  
cooking needs. Catering is available. 

Make each day a day to remember 
with a great meal from Seasons

ORGANICORGANICFFAARMRMMMAARRKKETETORGANICFARMMARKETORGANICFARMMARKET
1475 County Road 2 North of Wellington
Near Bowermans Corners at County Roads 1 & 2

Prince Edward County

Ingredients
1/2 chopped onion
3 cloves of garlic
1 kg of ground beef
1/3 cup bread crumbs 
1 egg
2 tablespoons of Oregano (dried)

Directions 
Combine contents (mix) into the meat 
and flatten onto parchment paper (using 
a piece as wide as your tray)
Spread tomato sauce over the meat evenly
Place a layer of pepperoni (you can 
substitute with salami or thinly sliced cured 
meats as desired). Then place a layer of 
spinach over the layer of pepperoni.
Drizzle a layer of tomato sauce and 
then place a layer of mozzarella cheese 
evenly over the tray.
Genty roll up the meat (like a swiss 
roll) and place in a loaf pan.
Bake at 350 degree Fahrenheit for 
approximately 1 hour or until cooked 
through.
Serve with tomato sauce drizzled on top 
or on the side.
Enjoy, 1 loaf serves 4-6.

From the kitchen at Seasons 
Fine Foods, Napanee.
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Fall Into Sales Event 

Stop by our store or we can come to you. Serving all of Ontario

www.lakesidepoolskingston.ca
1770 Bath Road, Kingston, ON      613-767-6771

Made in Canada

 Very best filtration system
 Luxury Trillium massage jets

World’s strongest shells 
100 percent Owens Corning foam 

Powerful and efficient Xtreme pumps 

Cascade II 
(6-7 Person)

Omega
 (4 person)

Vanishing Edge
24” Waterfall

In this sequel to 
Lindstrom Alone, 
Harry responds to a 
detective in Vienna  
to prove she mur-
dered her lover. The 
woman appears to 
have stepped out of a 
painting by Klimt or 
a film-noir by Orson 
Welles and leads him 
into a treacherous 
plot to expose the 
horrific crimes of an 
international elite.

“ John Moss ... delivers  
the goods.” 
         The Globe and Mail

Available at bookstores and online. 
Best price for paperback, with free shipping,

at stonewoodbooks.com

Like us on Facebook  
and check out our  

new website  
www.grapevinemagazine.ca
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I t was a trip to England in 2012 that 
became the turning point in Amelia 
Campbell and Matt Oskamp’s decision 
to become makers of cider.  A number 
of factors contributed to the decision, 

not least of which Amelia was born into the 
Campbell’s Orchards clan.  Parents Dianne 
and Colin Campbell are now in their 36th 

year of operation at the popular farm destina-
tion situated on the Rednersville Road in the 
northern part of Prince Edward County.  For 
Amelia and Matt, the decision to go the cider 
route was meant to be on many levels: there 
was even a small cider house on the property, 
built the year Amelia was born, adorned with 
“Amelia’s Cider House” signage.

Campbell’s Orchards is family.  It has 
remained a family run, local business for 
three and a half decades and it has become 
a destination for families to visit.  It is not 
just an orchard or a farm market offering 
a wide variety of in season produce and 
scrumptious home baking, it offers so much 
more for the entire family.  September and 
October are favourite months to visit, but 
Campbell’s Orchards is open year round 
with special event days such as Maple in the 
County.   Fall brings the corn maze, pick-
your-own apples and wagon ride tours, and 
there are sheep and pigs, too.  

Campbell’s Orchards’ mission statement is 
to educate.  “Colin loves teaching people 
and telling people what they don’t know, 
that’s what we try to do on the tour and 
you take people out on the wagon and you 
teach them something they didn’t know,” 
said Dianne.  “They say, I haven’t seen 
Brussels sprouts growing or they haven’t an 
understanding how corn grows.  That’s why 
we do blossom tours because some people 
don’t realize that a blossom is actually your 
apple.  If you damage that blossom with 
cold temperatures, that apple is gone.”

Matt credits Jonas Newman and Vicki 
Samaras of Hinterland Wine Company for 
not only planting the seed in their heads, 
but with helping them with the decision to 
get serious about cider and also with the 
loan of equipment.  “I think we had always 
talked about it as it was a dream of ours, 
but we always thought that’s down the 
road in the future,” said Matt.  “I thought 
we have to stop talking about it and just 
do it.  We got the licence and we were 
working on getting a grant through Prince 
Edward Lennox Addington Community 
Futures Development Corporation, that’s 
how we got started.  They were really 
helpful and they funded 50 percent of our 
equipment costs up to $15,000.”

Powered by the sun, 
grown by the sun,
keeping it in the family 
with County grown cider 

BY SHARON HARRISON
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Campbell’s Orchards recently invested 
heavily in solar panels.  The two 
large panels made up of smaller units 
connected together, rest atop a portion 
of the low-pitch roof of the barn on the 
property.  While they are not close to 
being completely off grid, the panels do 
generate enough electricity during the day 
to help offset the business’s hefty hydro 
consumption.  “It pretty much pays for all 
our hydro during the day when the sun is 
out,” says Dianne.  “What I like about it is 
that the energy that we are supplementing 
is at the expensive time,” said Colin.  
“You’re paying for the prime peak hours 
during the day, but that’s also when the sun 
shines.  At night, it’s a lot cheaper because 
we try and move our defrost into the day.  
We have freezers, walk-in freezers, walk-
in coolers, so we are a high consumer of 
hydro.  Each panel does 10,000 watts and 
this has to take that power and change it 
into a useable form.  The inverter changes 
it from a rapid direct current into an 
alternating current.  We use so much, we 
are probably the largest user on the road.  
We are glad we did it and I can’t see the 
price of power going down.”  

There are about twenty six varieties of 
apples grown at Campbell’s Orchards 
on about twenty acres.  Now in their 
second year of serious production, Apple 
Falls Cider Company produces about 
ten thousand litres annually.  One bin of 
apples, containing approximately two 
thousand apples, produces about two 

hundred litres of cider.  “It’s going well 
and I think we can up that, but we are 
running out of space and it means scaling 
everything up,” said Matt.  “Amelia and 
I still have jobs through the week, so we 
are only doing this on the weekends and 
we are doing everything we can with the 
amount of cider that we are selling.”  

Apple Falls Cider uses a blend of apples 
and pears to make their cider depending 
on what flavour they are going for.  The 
top three apples are Empire, Golden 
Russet and Northern Spy, but they also use 
Spartan and McIntosh, different varieties 
of pears and also crab apples.  “The crab 
apples are pretty high in tannins and acid 
which really helps make the character of 
the cider,” said Amelia.  They have just 
planted Crimson Crisp apple trees on the 
property which are known to be good for 
cider, but are also a good eating apple.  

“I am enjoying what we are doing now; we 
are super busy, but it’s still manageable 
and right now we are able to maintain 
it,” said Amelia.  “And we are so lucky 
to have my parents and the orchards, 
because without it we wouldn’t be able 
to do this.”  Matt adds, “There’s no need 
to rush things; something we really try to 
do is not over invest in something or take 
on too much overhead because that’s what 
kills a small business often times.”

Apple Falls Cider is currently working 
with six cider varieties.  “We have two or 
three mainstays and the rest are one-offs 
or seasonal,” said Matt.  All of the cider 
produced at Apple Falls is hard cider and 
contains alcohol.  It is something they are 
working hard to educate the public about 
because many people think cider is a sweet, 
non alcoholic beverage.  “Technically, an 
alcoholic cider is called cider,” said Matt.  
“Sweet cider is called sweet cider and 
hard cider technically is supposed to be 
called cider.  In Canada, you have to say 
hard cider and that it contains alcohol.  
It’s an educational thing; they can see the 
apples, they can see the sweet cider, they 
can see the hard cider and everything is on 
site and they can see the process.”

The cider making takes about half a year to 
complete.  “We pick the apples in the fall, 
you ferment it over the winter, you bottle 

it in spring and you sell it throughout the 
summer,” said Matt.  “It’s not ideal to be 
fermenting in the summertime just because 
the heat isn’t really great and you want to 
be able to control the fermentation.”

Matt conducts tours on the weekends.  “I 
always take them out to the orchard and 
we talk about apple trees and talk about 
that process before we do a tour through 
the cider house,” said Matt.   Matt and 
Amelia belong to the Ontario Craft Cider 
Association which promotes consumer 
re-education and is also looking to 
establish a general standard for ciders.  
“The industry is growing super fast, but 
I think people’s initial reactions about 
cider are that it is a very sweet beverage 
that is high in sugar and high in alcohol.  
Our ciders in particular are very dry and 
that is a style choice, but it is more the 
ciders people are looking for.  A true 
cider would be a dry cider.” 

“It is family here,” said Matt.  “It is 
Amelia’s family, and my family helps out 
all the time too and we are just an extension 
of Campbell’s Orchards.  We couldn’t 
have done this without Campbell’s and 
I hope that we are eventually returning 
the favour to them by bringing this new 
audience to them and spicing things up 
with this new cider.”  Amelia adds, “It is 
still a very family oriented place; now you 
can have a drink while you watch the kids 
play, the whole area is licensed.” 

“We really are an honest hardworking 
family that tries to do our best and make 
people happy; sometimes we make 
mistakes but we always try to make them 
right,” said Dianne.  “We are still here; its 
36 years this year, so it’s a long time.“

If you want to learn more please check out:- 
applefallscider.ca & campbellsorchards.com
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Take a  
Closer 

Look

Life is full of happenstance and serendip-
itous events, and I love that.  Attending 
the opening of Hri Neil’s Carbon Gallery 
in Picton a little while ago, I saw works, 
pen and ink drawings to be precise, in 
one of the studio spaces Hri had recent-
ly rented out.  Scattered about the floor 
as if abandoned, the drawings were very 
dark and reminded me of Maurice Sendak 
meets Mervyn Peake.  I was fascinated by 
the stygian depth of the black ink, and the 
surreal images’ beautiful layered, ebony 
blackness: entirely appropriate in a gal-
lery named Carbon.

Mentioning my admiration of these piec-
es, Hri promised to connect us, informing 
me  the artist’s name was Chris Harvey.

Later, having dinner at XIX Restaurant, 
I was introduced to a Chef Chris Harvey 
and I began to wonder if they could be one 
and the same.  A quick email resulted in 
the message, “there’s only enough room 
in Picton for one Chris Harvey.” So now 
we know why the plating is so attractive at 
XIX, where Chris wears his other hat and 

plies his chef’s trade.

Coming to Canada liberated Chris from 
the constraints of his formal art school 
training, fostering a renaissance of his 
artistic talent, which was able take good 
advantage of winter down time.  Reading 
Hunter S. Thompson, made him aware of 
Ralph Steadman a British fine artist and 
illustrator, whose “images I tried to copy.”  
Chris learned from a documentary that he 
“found the image he wanted after he put 
down the first splatters of ink…it’s like 
seeing an angel in a piece of toast.”  “Add 
a dose of Monty Python and the artist 
Sowa, and you have my main influences.”  
Chris finds the artistic community of The 
County motivating and feels very lucky to 
be an element of Carbon Gallery.

Shows coming up at Carbon Gallery in-
clude new paintings by Governor Gen-
eral prize winning artist Istvan Kantor 
aka Monty Cantsin, photographic collage 
works by Curtis Jeffrey along with a cu-
rated show featuring works by Nicole Ar-
mour, Kelly Cade and Dia Norrington.

Carbon Gallery  
and the Dark Art of  
Chris Harvey BY ORBI MONTBLANC
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Shopping made  
simply enjoyable!

79 Main Street, Brighton, ON
(613) 475-2996

bluehousegifts.ca

Unique and 
thoughtful gifts

Northumberland and Quinte’s
largest supplier of

MADE IN CANADA
cruise and travel wear

New Styles for Fall

specialeffectsdecorating.com
85 Main Street, Brighton ON

Home Decor, Fashion & Gourmet Food
Upholstery, Fabrics & Fusion Mineral Paint

Kitchen & Bath ReDesign 
Colour Consultations & Home Staging

23 Main StREEt, BOX 910 
BRightOn 613.475.6275 

www.dragonflybrighton.com

Collections
. . . Red Coral 
. . . Renuar 
. . .    Habitat

Accessories
. . .  Fashion 

Handbags
. . . Unique Jewelry
. . . Hats & Scarves

Autumn 
...starts here

Buy and Sell 
• Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment 

• Music Related Accessories

27 Main St. - 2nd Floor (above Dragonfly Boutique)

Brighton, ON  K0K 1H0 
aptonerecords@gmail.com 

613-921-1290
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You may be only able to name one or two 
breweries, Barley Days perhaps being the 
one, but they are being joined by a handful 
(or is that two handfuls) of others and they 
are setting The County ablaze with new 
energy and something new to drink.  How 
many of these breweries have you heard 
of?  The list I have cobbled together may 
well be out of date when this article goes 
to print as they are popping up so fast – 
but so far there’s Midtown, 555, Lake on 
the Mountain, Parson’s, Prince Eddy’s, 
Strange Brew … that’s seven in my first 
paragraph alone.  To start a brewery you 
don’t need acreage, like a winery, all you 
need is some tanks, three weeks of time, 
or so, and a storefront … beer is easy and 
plentiful to make …in theory.  However 
in The County it’s not about the ease or 
quantity – it’s about doing it differently 

and doing it right, and bringing it all 
together with what people really want 
with their beer: food.

In an area that has become synonymous 
with a hugely popular and growing wine 
region – it should come as no surprise to 
see other businesses piggy-backing on and 
some might feel resentment towards that … 
but the beer industry adds another dimension 
to The County, another layer of enjoyment 
and more passionate voices.  There’s an old 
saying: “it takes a lot of beer to make great 
wine” and now The County can add great 
beer to their already great wines.

I visited a few of the breweries within The 
County to get their stories and to see and 
taste these new brews for myself.  Our 
tour included four breweries: Parson’s, 

Midtown, Prince Eddy’s and Lake on 
the Mountain.    Another day would have 
been required to visit all of those offering 
something to eat, and even with our best 
efforts, we found out you could only have 
“lunch” a couple times a day.

So let’s find out what brought some of 
these folks to The County: in the case of 
Prince Eddy’s, the attraction was family and 
farming , some like 555 Brewing Company, 
even came from Australia to lay roots and 
hops in The County.  Each has a unique story 
to tell and as many as ten reasons to visit.

“We chose The County not only for the 
rich history of barley and hop farming, but 
because this is a family business and this is 
where we grew up, my grandfather’s name 
is actually Eddy. There is a lot of hype 

BY MICHAEL PINKUS

Falling into Craft Beer
I’m about to blow your mind wine lovers, there is more than just wine in The County – 

there is a thriving beer culture bubbling up as well.  
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around The County now and especially for 
its craft beer, wine and spirits,” says Aaron 
McKinney, owner/operator of Prince Eddy’s, 
whose time out west, in British Columbia, 
exposed him to a craft beer industry, which 
was ahead of Ontario’s boom by a few years.  
Brewmaster Eric Hornauer, “also spent 
many years out west brewing at several 
well known breweries.  We have both tried 
to bring the west coast vibe to Ontario and 
create a unique brand together.  He brews 
the beer, I brew the culture,” finishes Aaron.  
Their brewery is based on that laid back feel, 
“We just finished our new patio renovation 
which includes an outdoor kitchen, a large 
patio, a stage and a beach volleyball court.”  
Each day they have food vendors swinging 
by.  I visited Eddy’s in June and fell hard 
for their Chin Dropper Blonde and the 
C.R.E.A.M. Ale.

At Parson’s it’s all about tradition, “our 
family owned and operated farm brewery 
encompasses 150 year old heritage 
buildings that were disassembled, moved, 
and repurposed as our Bottle Shop and 
Taproom.  Our expansive beer garden 
features authentic Mexican cuisine,” says 
their newsletter.  Having now eaten there 
as well, I can tell you the food truly is as 
authentic as it is delicious and the beers 
match that authenticity.  With plenty to 
choose from, they truly have a beer for 
everyone, I enjoyed the Rhinda Rhinda, 
a limited edition citrus tinged beer with 
lime, which was exceptionally good and 
refreshing on a hot day, same could be 
said for their Crushable Pilsner.  Their 
Westy Pale Ale proved to be one of my 
brother’s favourites.  He downed four of 
the six cans I brought home!

Lake on the Mountain, on the east side of 
The County, is one of the original County 
Breweries,  operating since 2007, their 
brewer Ryan Kreutzwiser became “woke” to 
beer and its potential back in 2000, “I got a 
job in the US when I finished University, and 
became exposed to some amazing IPA’s, and 
Pale Ales.  Sierra Nevada is the one that I 
first recall waking me up to the opportunities 
for craft beer.  I really discovered at that 
time how much I love hops.”  At the back 
they offer a great place to lounge and a 
small sitting area inside.  Work is underway 
inside to install a cozy fireplace, just in time 
for winter.  Our visit here had me packing 
up some Prinyer’s Pilsner to take home for 

those remaining summer days ahead.

Natalie Wollenberg of 555 Brewing, tells 
quite a different story of how they arrived in 
The County and started making beer.  “Whilst 
in Australia, her partner Drew and a flat mate, 
were trying to figure out a way to make cheap 
beer.  From those first few horrid batches, 
Drew’s interest increased and what was 
initially a cheap way to make beer, became 
a steep learning curve in the creation of the 
amazing beers 555 produces today.”  They are 
also about classic styles and traditional beers, 
“not to say that we don’t produce a brew 
which is a little left of centre [but] focusing 
on the next ‘it’ beer is not on our agenda.”  
And 555 is also leading the education charge 
for future brewers, partnering with Niagara 
College to bring the Brew Academy course 
to Prince Edward County “to offer an insight 
and education into the brewing industry for 
people who have a great interest in brewing 
or may want to open a brewery themselves.”

The craft beer revolution is not just centered 
in The County, it is right outside their 
door as well,  Riverhead Brewing, located 
in Kingston, possesses a “grain to glass 
mentality” focusing on quality raw materials 
Jeff Fasken, joint owner-operator with Richard 
Marzek, has been enamoured by beer from 
his first sip: “I've always loved beer.  I can 
remember being knee high to a grasshopper 
and having a tiny sip of my father's beer.   The 
thought of crafting a product with quality 
ingredients and free from preservatives that is 
full of flavour is our goal.”

One other place I can thoroughly 
recommend is Midtown , not just for their 
appealing building and thirst quenching 
beers but their menu in the restaurant 
featured a burger, and a perch sandwich 
that were to die for, and well-priced for 
the area. And do not pass on the duck fat 
French fries … so worth the stop and the 
calories.  We had to go back for more.

Finally, I turn back to Ryan of Lake on the 
Mountain, whose concluding thoughts struck 
a chord, “It is very interesting to note how 
far the craft beer scene has come over the 
last ten years.   In 2007 when we first started, 
we brewed 3 beers our Cream Ale, Country 
Brown, and our IPA, back then we had to warn 
people that our IPA was a traditional one and 
that it was very hoppy and bitter…not like 
Alexander Keith’s.  That is no longer an issue!”

Why would 
someone who 
loves gourmet 

burgers , 
awesome 

corned beef or 
cuban 

sandwiches, 
unique 

poutines, 
classic pub 

style 
favourites, 

local wines , 13 
beers on tap, 
amazing  live 

music , 
wonderful 

service and an 
always inviting 

atmosphere 
cross the road? 

To get to the 
Acoustic Grill, 

that's why! 

172 Main St Picton 
6134762887 

acousticgrill.ca
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P ort Hope is now home to Nor-
thumberland County’s first 
fine art gallery specializing in 
Inuit art.  Located in the heart 
of historic downtown, the gal-

lery features original prints, drawings and 
sculpture from the renowned Kinngait 
(pronounced “King-ite”) Studios Arts 
Co-operative in Cape Dorset, Nunavut.

Established in Cape Dorset in 1959 as part 
of the Canadian Federal government’s 
Northern Co-operative development 
program, it was the first Inuit owned 
organization in what was then the 
Northwest Territories, created to give 

Inuit a clear voice in the economic 
development of their growing community.   
Spreading across the Arctic throughout 
the sixties and seventies, there are 
now thirty two community based Co-
operative businesses located in Nunavut, 
Northwest Territories and Yukon.  They 
provide a wide range of services to their 
communities, and many are involved in 
the arts - perhaps none more famously and 
successfully than Cape Dorset.

One of the reasons for Cape Dorset’s success 
has been the emphasis on printmaking. A 
small craft shop set up in 1956 led to the 
first experiments in printmaking, under 

the direction of Toronto born artist and 
northern administrator, James Houston.  
Collections of lino-block and stonecut 
prints were immediately popular with 
audiences in southern Canada, who had 
never seen such beautiful and authentic 
images of Inuit life and culture.  Formally 
released in 1959, the first catalogued 
collection was popular and now the 
release of the annual print collection from 
Cape Dorset is an eagerly anticipated 
event. Inuit Fine Art gallery is delighted to 
showcase the Cape Dorset print collection 
in October, 2018.

Cape Dorset is also home to some of the 
far north’s finest carvers. The community 
is situated on the southwest tip of Baffin 
Island and along the coast are several large 
deposits of serpentine stone which local 
carvers have mined for decades.  Colouring 
ranges from black to grey to various shades 
of green, frequently all together and mixed 
with other minerals such as quartz crystal.  
Widely considered to be the most beautiful 
stone in the region, it lends itself to the 
high polished characteristic of carvings 
of Cape Dorset.  Carvers still focus for 
the most part on traditional subjects that 
reflect their environment and hunting 
lifestyle - seals and walrus, snowy owls, 
red-throated loons, the ubiquitous raven 
and of course, the majestic polar bear.

It’s been almost 60 years since the Co-
operative was established in Cape Dorset 
and the community has seen many 
changes.  Inuit today now live with internet 
access (albeit slow), cable television, 
snowmobiles, ATV’s and grocery stores 
stocked with fresh vegetables, frozen 
dinners, chips and pop.  The modern 
community has been a provocative subject 
for several younger graphic artists, who 
tell a much different story than that of their 
parents and grandparents.  They have, after 
all, grown up in these changing times and 
it has been their artistic mission to show 
the outside world what their day to day 
life really looks like. These artists, Annie 
Pootoogook, Tim Pitsiulak, Ningiukulu 
Teevee, to name a few, have challenged 
preconceived notions about what Inuit 
art is and should be, and they have been 
embraced by the contemporary art world. 

For more than sixty years, the artists 
of Cape Dorset have been captivating 

BY LESLIE BOYD
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audiences with works of art that express 
their Arctic world and way of life.  They 
have become internationally acclaimed, 
and represented by galleries across Canada, 
the United States and Europe.  But there 
has never been a dedicated Inuit art gallery 
in eastern Ontario, between Toronto and 
Kingston - until now.  Why Port Hope?  
I am frequently asked.  In addition to 
being one of the most beautiful small 
towns in Ontario, my parents moved to 
Northumberland County in 1975 and it was 
home base for me for 30 years. And why 
Inuit art?  During those 30 years, I lived and 
worked for the West Baffin Co-operative 
in Cape Dorset, and then back and forth 
from Toronto where I was Director of the 
Co-op’s marketing office and showroom, 
Dorset Fine Arts.  When my husband and 
I moved to Millbrook two years ago, the 
inspiration for the gallery took hold.  The 
venture brings the art of Canada’s far north 
to eastern Ontario for the first time, and 
two of my favourite places - Cape Dorset 
and Northumberland County - together in a 
unique and inviting space.

Left Page, Top Left: Owl Paints the Raven
Ningiukulu Teevee, Etching & Aquatint, 2009 
This Page Bottom: Aerial Courtship
Quvianaqtuk Pudlat, Stonecut, 2018
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Herma’s 
    Celebrates  
25 years of Style
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F or any business, just surviv-
ing “the slings and arrows of 
outrageous fortune,” is a cause 
for celebration, but achieving 
a twenty fifth anniversary must 

be considered a significant milestone.  Lo-
cated just north of Port Hope on Highway 
28 one might be tempted to just keep on 
driving.  Newly installed signage aims to 
prevent anyone from making such a tragic 
mistake.  It’s a simple and rewarding drive 
from Kingston, Oshawa or Peterborough.  
Externally it’s not exactly prepossessing, 
with more than a suggestion of an agricultur-
al demeanour, but how many times have we 
been told not to judge a book by its cover?

Notwithstanding, the entrance is very 
charming  and crossing the threshold is to 
enter another realm, a world of soft music 
and an intoxicating but delicate aroma which 
imbues an atmosphere of calm and comfort, 
immediately one imagines one’s blood 
pressure dropping to levels that would put 
a smile on a doctor’s face.  An ambience of 
elegant sophistication fosters relaxation and 
Herma tells me that, “people say they simply 
enjoy the feeling of being here.”

Inside is much more spacious than one 
would imagine with four thousand square 
feet inviting exploration.  All too easily 
one can spend an entertaining hour or 
more meandering around the various 
departments: visual merchandising is 
of an exceptionally high standard with 
enticing product displays captivating 
one’s attention.  Herma has a natural 
flair for beauty and Gordon has an art 
director’s eye for design: their combined 
talents create the Herma experience.

It all started in a Toronto basement, “with a 
few dollars and a vision”, fuelled by a love 
of cooking, gift giving, and entertaining. A 
desire to be reunited with Northumberland 
was the catalyst for a move out of the city 
and the opening of the store.  Soon after, 
Herma and chef Nora began to create 
a line of signature dishes.  More or less 
twenty five years later these very same 
products are still delighting customers 
old and new.  Made in small batches with 
tender loving care, they are very sought 
after, so I’d recommend heading off to 
the cheese department as soon as you 
arrive.  Particular favourites are a Savoury 
Cheddar Spread, Goat’s Cheese Rounds, 

Stilton Pate and Lemo-Licious Cheese 
Spread which makes for a simple tasty 
dish when stirred into pasta.

Some people name their stores after 
themselves because they lack imagination 
and cannot think of anything better, here 
Herma’s use of her own name is genuinely 
appropriate because the store is a complete 
projection of her personality and interests: it’s 
a world of harmonious beauty and good taste, 
decorum and style, there’s the wrong way to 
do something and then there’s Herma’s way.  
If you need guidance on a point of etiquette 
you would find it here, not sure which fork 
goes where, Herma or one of her devoted 
staff, can help you out.  Need guidance with 
what goes in which glass…problem solved. 
Cathy is the frommagier or cheese specialist, 
and Margaret is the salumist, or expert in 
charcuterie and meats, both combine personal 
passion for their departments with years of 
experience.  If you need advice on what goes 
with what or how best to serve cheese and 
charcuterie, you can learn a lot from these 
two and elevate your dinner parties to a whole 
new level.  You will find them both near the 
cheese counter and refrigerators, which is 
where the free samples of the latest products 
are so seductively arrayed to tempt taste buds.  
And believe me, they do.

This is not simply another high end 
grocery store with speciality ethnic foods, 
chocolates, teas and coffees.  Available 
too, are gourmet meats, artisanal cheeses, 
dips, breads and crackers that would be 
difficult to find anywhere else.  Let’s not 
omit home and kitchen utensils, décor 
and gadgets, things one’s never even seen 
before, which however, will immediately 
become indispensable once taken home.  
Gift-wrapping is a service of which 
Herma is justifiably proud and on which 
her considerable reputation has been 
built.  A range of freshly made soups and 
other dishes wait patiently in the freezer.  
There’s more here than products though, 
entering the store is to embrace a life style 
of sophistication and elegance.

Herma’s is a unique haven of epicurean 
delights: a gourmet paradise for chefs, 
foodies, and anyone with a culinary 
bent, the very dictionary definition of 
cornucopia, “an abundant supply of good 
things.”  Go explore preferably in person, 
or see hermas.ca
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This September the Canadian 
Automotive Museum celebrates its 
fifty-fifth birthday, but instead of 
slowing down, it is just getting into 
its stride as a major attraction in 
Ontario.  More than 12,000 visitors 
from around the world view the 
unique collection of Canadian-
built cars each year and interest 
in Canada’s unique automotive 
heritage continues to grow. 

Since opening to the Oshawa public in 1963, 
the museum has developed an international 
reputation as the home of the world’s most 
significant collection of Canadian cars.  It 
remains the only museum in Canada solely 
dedicated to domestic automotive history, 
which is entirely appropriate as Oshawa 
has been building cars for over a hundred 
and ten years.

The site is also part of Oshawa’s 
automotive heritage.  As early as 1921 the 
Oshawa City Directory listed the tenant 
of the recently constructed building as 
the Jackson Motor Company.  In 1923 the 
building housed Oshawa Sales & Service 
Autos, Lee Bishop Radiator Repair, and 
Jamieson Bros Vulcanizers.  The following 
year Ontario Motor Sales began operating, 
which remarkably, continues to serve the 
community to this day as a GM dealership. 

In 1935 The Anglo-Canadian Drug 
Company leased the building and added 
the north annex,  expanding the space to its 
current size, and temporarily the building 
lost its automotive connections.  Then 
in the early 1960s the Oshawa Chamber 
of Commerce developed the Canadian 
Automotive Museum as a project to draw 
more tourists to the city and filled the 

former dealership building with vintage 
cars.  Officially launched with much fanfare 
in September, 1963 the grand opening 
witnessed the Lieutenant Governor of 
Ontario, driving automotive pioneer R.S. 
McLaughlin, in a horse-drawn carriage, in 
a symbolic and historical reference to the 
origins of the motor car.

Interestingly the downtown location was 
intended only as a temporary gallery, while 
a new  museum building was planned near 
the 401.  Perhaps it is a fortunate twist 
of fate that the new facility was never 
built, and today visitors can still enjoy 
the cars in their heritage setting.  When 
support for a new building waned, plans 
for a major renovation were set in motion 
to accommodate more vehicles and the 
growing library collection. 

While there are over 1,800 motor museums 
in the world, the Canadian Automotive 
Museum is the only place where you’ll 
find dedicated Canadian content.  Not 
every car in the collection was built in 
Canada, which reflects the complexity 
of the Canadian market and Canadians’ 
interest in acquiring imported cars both as 
new vehicles and as collector cars. 

Walking into the main gallery surprises 
many visitors not familiar with the scale 
of the museum and the more than seventy 
vehicles on display, dating back to 1902.  
From there, every decade of the twentieth 
century is represented, all the way into 
the 1990s, with the 1999 Chevrolet 
Lumina, being the last one produced in 
Canada.  The early years of the Canadian 
automotive industry, from the early 1900s 
through the Second World War can be 
seen through marques such as the Brooks 

Steamer, Redpath, Tudhope, McKay, Galt 
Gas-Electric, Gray-Dort, and McLaughlin-
Buick.  Many one-of-a-kind cars represent 
all that is left of the dreams of an 
independent Canadian auto sector.  Post-
war cars such as the Meteor, Frontenac, 
and Regent represent the movement toward 
cars produced by American automakers 
uniquely for the Canadian market. 

Beyond the Canadian collection, the 
museum displays an impressive number 
of foreign brands imported by Canadian 
collectors: Rolls-Royce, Bugatti, Hispano-
Suiza, Amphicar, Daimler, Delorean and 
more.  One highlight is a 1912 Rolls-
Royce Silver Ghost that was originally 
owned by Lady Eaton of Toronto.  Her 
limousine, nicknamed ‘Ladybird’ was the 
height of elegance, built that same year 
the Titanic sailed, with extra headroom 
for the comfort and convenience of ladies 
with fashionably large hats. 

Look up when you are heading down the 
stairs and you will see an amphibious vehicle 
with propellers – this is the 1964 Amphicar 
which has been a hit with visitors ever since 
its arrival.  Also be sure not to miss the 
1962 Lotus Formula Junior on the ceiling 
above the lobby on their way out.  Explore 
the museum carefully to see every car on 
display.  The museum is family-friendly 
and kids will love taking their picture in a 
mini McLaughlin-Buick and a full size 1926 
Chevrolet Depot Hack.  An extra special 
treat this year is the star of Disney/Pixar’s 
Cars 3, Lightning McQueen.  

In addition to the cars, the museum has the 
world’s foremost collection of Canadian 
automotive literature, which is available to 
researchers, via the Oshawa Public Library’s 
online catalogue.  The extensive collection 
of Canadian automotive periodicals – 
which are not available anywhere else, will 
be digitized beginning in 2019.

Recently the museum has undergone 
some major changes thanks to the Canada 
150 Fund in 2017.  Improvements to the 
museum’s exterior, lighting, heating and 
ventilation, plumbing, and electrical 
systems have all contributed to making 
a better place for both visitors and the 
vehicles.  In the galleries, post-graduate 
curatorial interns have worked on creating 
new interpretive panels for our cars.  Over 

Canadian Automotive 
Museum, Oshawa, 
reaches 55 years of age

BY ALEXANDER GATES
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the last several years these new bilingual 
interpretive panels have been installed to 
reach wider audiences.  We have found 
that the same automobile can tell different 
stories for different audiences and that 
various themes can be woven together.  
For example the Ford Model T can tell the 
story of mass production, labour history, 
women’s history, and the expansion of 
the Canadian frontier beyond the railroad.  
A new generation of visitors is now 
approaching the collection with different 
questions than those asked in 1963. 

As Executive Director and Curator, 
my priority is to enhance the visitor 
experience.  This doesn't mean handing 
out IPads to everyone, but rather training 
tour guides to interact with visitors that 
have a range of background knowledge 
and interest in historic vehicles.  Modern 
visitors are just as interested in the owners 
of the cars as how the engines operate.

Today the Canadian Automotive Museum 
continues to share Canada’s automotive 
heritage with an eye to the future.  The 
historic nature of the building is part of 
the attraction as unfortunately most local 
industrial buildings from the period have 
been demolished.  We are delighted to retain 
authentic architecture, right down to the 
original elevator.  While the museum may 
look small from its front door on Simcoe 
Street, it’s actually very easy to spend 
several hours or even an entire afternoon 
exploring the different makes and models, 
either on your own, or with the aid of a 
volunteer tour guide.  Much more is to come 
from the Canadian Automotive Museum as 
plans, that will see the light of day next year, 
are being developed for new educational 
programs and experiences that will connect 
visitors with automotive history.   

Group tours are available, perfect for 
seniors’ homes, service clubs, and 
educational field trips for which special 
rates are offered.  Contact the museum for 
more details.   

The Canadian Automotive Museum is a 
registered charity, located at 99 Simcoe 
Street South in Oshawa, Ontario and is 
open year-round.  Open Monday - Friday 
10am-4:30pm, Saturday and Sunday, 
10am to 4pm.  We close on Sundays during 
the winter and Canadian public holidays.  

For more information, 
please call 905-576-1222, or email  
info@canadianautomotivemuseum.com   
and do visit  
www.CanadianAutomotiveMuseum.com.
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H azelnut trees have a magical 
fabled past and a promising 
economic future for farmers 
from Guelph, Kingston, Tren-
ton and indeed potentially, 

anywhere an apple tree grows.  This nut tree 
is once more in the spotlight because of the 
dwindling supply from Turkey coupled with 
an increased global consumer demand.  In-
ternational company, Ferrero Canada, mak-
ers of Nutella and Ferrero Rocher candy is 
aggressively seeking new growers: growers 
who have a strong belief in the future because 
these trees require time, significant invest-
ment and careful cultivation.  Saleable hazel-
nuts arrive in four to five years but it can take 
seven to ten years to attain a full tree yield.

In October 2017 the Ontario provincial 
government announced plans to invest 
eleven million dollars in the company’s 
Brantford plant to boost productivity, 
create new work opportunities and help 
retain existing local jobs.  According to 
The Ontario Hazelnut Association, both 
federal and Ontario governments believe 
so much in the future of this nut that they 
have plans to invest half a million dollars 
through the Growing Forward 2 Agri-
Innovation Program: investment that 
will fund research into fungus resistance, 
hybrids better tolerant of the climate, and 
ways to enhance nursery plant growth and 
lessen drought stress in young trees. 

A hazelnut tree will grow anywhere an apple 
tree will grow, hence offering much promise 
for those willing to patiently believe in 
the positive potential of the new varieties.  
Supporters in both business and government, 
predict that in just ten years the trees and 
their chain of related industries will make 
hazelnuts a major success in Ontario.

Hazelnuts may have a bright future: as 
a tree with a past full of mythology it 
was once believed that they could also 
predict it.  In ancient times, the hazel was 
regarded as a wisdom tree: furthermore, it 
was symbolic of marriage, wealth, power, 
peace, protection and family happiness. 
To this day a hazel tree rod remains the 
best to use for water divining.

An olden time ritual known as Holy Rood 
Day celebrated hazelnuts.  The belief was 
that nuts gathered on September 14th would 

BY MARCIA L. MASINO 
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have magical and protective qualities.  A 
merry holiday called Nutting Day is a long 
forgotten fall tradition also celebrated 
on that date.  Nutting Day was a social 
gathering and associated with fortune 
telling.  It was a family event especially 
for children and courting youths who were 
tasked with climbing the trees and shaking 
the branches to release the nuts for their 
companions eagerly waiting below with 
a blanket to catch them. Traditionally to 
go nutting, one wore the same tattered and 
threadbare costume year after year.  
 
Often a nut inspired picnic feast for the 
children took place after the nuts were 
carefully gathered.  By the late Nineteenth 
century indoor nutting parties for young 
adults became fashionable.  Party goers 
dined on sandwiches made from finely 
chopped walnuts with mayonnaise and 
homemade peanut butter.  Here is a “nutty” 
sandwich recipe from the antique Canadian 
cookbook, Baumert Cheese Recipes.  
Ginger nut sandwich, white bread, cream 
cheese, 1/3 cup salted ground hazelnuts 
blended with the same amount of preserved 
minced ginger.  Also on the menu were 
salads with meat or chicken and nuts, nut 
rolled cheese, nut flour bread and cakes, nut 
candies and fudge and nut-based soups. 

After lunch it was fortune-telling time. The 
hazel nut is specifically and universally 
used for divination.  It was eaten prior to 
soothsaying practices because it was said 
to induce visions and supernatural insights. 
The association of nuts with prophecy 
stems from folklore beliefs that reach back 
to the distant past and all the way across the 
ocean to the British Isles.  Beyond that their 
relationship with mystical knowledge can 
be traced back to the Greeks and Romans 
who believed that the hazelnut tree was a 
repository of ancient wisdom.

Autumn time meant the harvest had 
taken place and the woodlands had little 
sustenance to offer the peasant folk.  
However, nuts a good source of protein, 
remained in abundance, so they were 
gathered and eaten or stored for future 
use.  Children played with them and adults 
used them for prediction.

One theory suggests that the cold season 
drove folks indoors.  Seated around a fire 

they ate their freshly harvested hazelnuts, 
some inevitably would find their way into 
the flames and their unpredictable behavior 
became a fortune telling method.  Imagine 
the scene, people throwing nuts in the hearth 
while discussing their thoughts about others 
and the future, one of the nuts explodes and 
they note what was being spoken about at 
that exact moment; it was as is the fire was 
listening and had divinatory opinion.

The Oracle of the Nuts is an ancient Scottish 
and Northern English name for Halloween 
night.  Halloween or Samhain, was once known 
as Nut Crack Night when the trusty psychic 
hazel nuts were placed in an open shallow pan 
and roasted over a fire.  Heat would cause them 
to pop open and if they jumped out of the pan, 
a successful romance was predicted for the 
person who placed them there.

Would you like to perform your own Nut 
Crack Night Divination?

To choose the right lover take a few 
hazelnuts and name each one for a person 
of interest, then place the nuts in a pan 
over a fire, the one that burns the brightest 

is a true love.  An Irish tradition uses the 
nuts as a way to check the fidelity of their 
loved one: two nuts placed side by side 
on the fire grate, if they smolder together 
marriage is predicted, if one jumps away, 
the romance is doomed.

Select a pair of uncooked hazel nuts and 
name one for yourself and the other for 
your beloved.  Place them side by side in a 
pan over a fire and observe their behavior.  
If they stay close, you will too, if they 
hiss, sizzle, spit or jump away from each 
other, well… you get the picture.

If baking is your thing, you can make 
nut cake or dessert bread with nut flour.  
These are known as Soul Cakes for All 
Soul’s Night.  Sometimes they were filled 
with a variety of tokens or charms, that 
predicted the future.  Eaten before bed on 
November 1st, they were said to give the 
sleeper prophetic dreams. 

Whether you are interested in the forecast 
of the hazelnut’s future or its prophetic 
folkloric past, the trees’ present popularity 
bodes well for the future of Ontarians.

124 MAIN ST. PICTON   
613.476.9259   www.countyfireplace.ca

THE  
COUNTY’S 
LARGEST 
SHOWROOM
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Wealth management for 
successful families is 
much more than a stock-
broker calling up with the 
latest hot tip. It’s impos-

sible for one individual to be knowledgeable 
in all areas a family needs to manage their 
finances well. Would you want your fami-
ly doctor performing brain surgery on you?  
What about your carpenter wiring your home 
for electricity?  This is what most families do 
for their wealth management – one single ad-
visor drafting a financial plan, recommending 
investments, selling them insurance, provid-
ing tax and estate advice.  It’s careless.

With the growing complexity of investment 
options, insurance products, taxes, trust and 
estate issues, it takes an experienced team 
of specialists to truly create a financial road 
map to protect and manage wealth. 

A financial plan is the first step to 
protecting and growing wealth. It helps 
identify goals, risk appetite and clarifies 
retirement plans. Financial plans should 
be completed by advisors with either a 
CFP, RFP or PFP designation.

Insurance brokers, at times justifiably, get a 
bad rap.  Good brokers are not just selling 
expensive segregated funds or multiple life 
insurance policies because they want high 
commissions.  A reliable broker will explain 
how they get paid and how the product they 
are selling meets your long-term needs. 

Everyone seems to be called an investment 

advisor these days. Do your homework. 
There is a significant difference between 
advisors who are salespeople trying to meet 
sales targets and those advisers who have a 
fiduciary duty to their clients.  Ask a lawyer 
how important performing one’s fiduciary 
duty is.  Most advisors can only sell mutual 
funds where the average fee is over 2% and 
each transaction requires client consent.  
Advisers who have their discretionary license 
can build a portfolio of individual securities 
and proactively manage those holdings on 
behalf of the client.  Advisers with fiduciary 
duty and discretionary investment authority 
usually have their CFA designation.

Tax planning is usually done by chartered 
professional accountants (CPAs) or 
tax lawyers on a fee for service basis.  
Holistic wealth management teams can 
have such expertise in house and the fee 
is generally included. 

Estate planning is a growing need for 
clients. With increasingly complex families 
and taxes, having updated wills and using 
trusts can help achieve a wide range of 
objectives. Estate plans should be done 
with lawyers and accountants specializing 
in estate work. A TEP designation shows 
expertise in creating estate plans.

Relying on one person for all your financial 
and investment needs is not a wise 
decision.  Using a holistic team of advisors 
including your lawyer, accountant and 
wealth management team is by far the best 
approach to protect and build your wealth.

BY MEGHAN DAVIS & JASON TRUEMAN

Importance 

of Holistic Wealth   
      Management

The DARE TO 
DISCOVER 

YOUR HIDDEN 
POTENTIAL

Tuition assistance & 
daily transportation 

available.

Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 12
Belleville, Ontario

albertcollege.ca

APPLY NOW
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With age came wisdom

and the understanding

that one should focus on what’s valuable

and worry not about one’s wealth

CPW_Retirement_Grapevine_FP_29052018.indd   1 2018-05-29   9:58 AM

Importance 

of Holistic Wealth   
      Management
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S ince my last visit to Studio 22 a lot 
has happened, with the completion 
of the renovations alluded to in our 
article of fall 2016.  Uniting the 
upper and lower floors, the stair-

case is now approached via a newly created 
elegant archway, which in turn is accessed 
from the sole ground floor entrance on King 
Street: a much neater and more manageable 
solution than the previous arrangement, 
when communication between levels was 
a challenge.  Over the original doorway the 
intriguing Idea Manufactory sign remains.  
Though beautiful in its own way, the well 
worn battleship grey floors, have given way 
to a mellow, self-effacing mahogany hard-
wood, toned to resonate with the exposed 
brick walls.  A more perfect space for the 
display of paintings and sculpture is hard to 
imagine, standards of presentation are ex-
cellent but subtle.  Previously I suggested, 
“it looks like some someone has been trying 
very hard to not appear to have been trying 
at all,” and stand by that observation.  It’s 
not Aladdin’s cave, neither is it staged or 
random and somehow it very successfully 
radiates joy: it feels good to be here.

Apart from experiencing the new 
environment my purpose is to discuss the 
recent works of JT Winik, a painter whom 
I had encountered earlier in a different 
gallery, where I confess to being tempted to 
chuckle at the delightfully perverse mix of 
Dutch old masters and Alice in Wonderland.
I did resist the temptation however, as 
mirth would not necessarily have been 
condoned in that establishment.  At Studio 
22, one would suffer no such inhibitions. 

JT probably needs little introduction, but 
for those who have yet to discover her 
works, she is an internationally respected 
Canadian figurative painter with a strong 
and mysterious narrative running through 

each piece addressing themes of isolation, 
introspection and I suspect perhaps 
adversity or even abuse.  She has exhibited 
in Canada, Holland and Mexico and is 
represented by galleries from Amsterdam, 
Kingston, Montreal and Toronto.  Working 
also in Spain and Holland, Kingston has 
a particular soft spot in her affections, as 
this is where she was inspired to return to 
painting after a long period of inactivity.  
Influences are obvious and acknowledged, 
Vermeer particularly.  However, whilst 
the paintings may look like portraits, 
they are not, at least not exactly, they are 
fictions, imaginary characters created 
from marks and pigment. Unique and 
individual as they are, though there is a 
family resemblance, only very rarely are 
they drawn from life.  To me this attests 
to a firm grasp of physiognomy and a 
command of traditional draughtsmanship. 
“It is colour, composition, line and texture 
that help conjure a sense of context.”

I’m waiting outside JT’s studio, the door 
opens, greetings are exchanged and we 
ascend to an upper level room where she 
works; it’s quite small and in stark contrast 
to the quietness of the paintings, the traffic 
noise blasts through the window and fuses 
with the smell of oil paint in the most intense 
late afternoon humidity.  She tells me the 
show is to be called Enigma Variations, a title 
I recognize as originating from Sir Edward 
Elgar’s musical composition, depicting a 
series of portraits of his inner circle, and 
allegedly harbouring a secret still waiting to 
be cracked.  Is this a clue?  Disappointingly 
not, JT advises rather it’s merely a reference 
to her work’s “enigmatic narratives and the 
process of their creation.”   The interview is 
going well, perhaps too well, we talk about 
art education, mark making, art history, 
the Ottoman Empire, the Turkish influence 
in Mozart and Beethoven, and I begin to 

suspect I might be having the wool pulled 
over my eyes.  Interviewing artists is akin 
to questioning criminals, they do not 
necessarily want to reveal their secrets, and 
who would blame them?   

Enigma Variations: or 
“The Beauty of Awkwardness.”  
JT Winik at Studio 22 Kingston BY JEFF KEARY

This Page Top Right: Circus Series, Backstage
This Page Bottom Right: Circus Series, See Me
Right Page Top Left: Starry Night, High Wire Girl
Right Page Middle Left: Girl In Corner
Right Page Bottom Left: Clown Story II, Clouds
Right Page Bottom Right: Girl In Corner 1
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Enigma Variations combines paintings 
with two specific and connected themes…
Girl or Girls in a Corner and Female 
Circus Performers, a Victorian motif is 
common to both.  Scale is modest, the 
largest pieces being thirty by forty inches 
and others verging towards the miniature, 
but they are very concentrated, with the 
figure ground relationship favouring 
the subject, occasionally to the point 
of claustrophobia. With little to no 
movement, these pieces could definitely 
be called “still lives.” Compellingly 
ambiguous, the paintings either converge 
behind the subject or emanate from that 
unseen focal point to the edge of the 
canvas.  JT confesses to an “infatuation 
with the interiors of a moment and the 

dichotomies they present.” The expression 
waifs and strays suggests itself, the 
subjects though younger, are generally 
of an indefinite age, and exude a defiant, 
determined recalcitrance.  

Predominantly populated by single figures 
against plain backgrounds with little frame 
of reference regarding scale, the works are 
endowed with minimal ornamentation; 
lighting appears diffuse and is suggestive 
of illumination from multiple points of 
illusory candle light, colour is subdued 
and usually flat in finish with textures 
subtly detailed with marks made by the 
application of homemade cardboard 
scrapers.  The technique is referred to as 
“sfumato,” or smoked in Italian.  Appearing 
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as if emerging from the canvas like 
developing photographs in the darkroom,  
there is a suspicion that they may disappear 
altogether if one turns one’s back.  I’m 
reminded of one of the tools of Victorian 
stage craft, Culpepper’s ghost.

Exploring Girl in the Corner in White 
Dress, one wonders if she’s an exhausted 
bride taking a few moments respite, or 
even a forlorn jilted bride, or maybe 
simply a tired bridesmaid or party-goer 
taking a break from the festivities.  Or 
perhaps she’s received an inappropriate 
proposition from an inebriated party 
guest?  Despite the invitation to become 
thoroughly immersed in the narrative 
content, JT’s works can be enjoyed on a 
purely formal level for their essentially 
abstract painterly qualities.

Conventionally to be backed into a corner 
is to be in a weak position, although it’s 
also one from which one might spring 
forth with a vengeance, perhaps this is 
the key idea.  JT sees vulnerability as 
intermingled with strength.  Do we not 
talk of holding one’s corner?  Tellingly, 
Boxer One depicts a circus pugilist sitting 
on her stool in the corner, arms resting 
on the ropes: is she about to capitulate, 
or coming out to land a knockout blow?  
Though cast in Victorian garb, the “#me 
too” movement is hinted at, “as it’s as 
likely then as now that disadvantaged 
young women were easy targets.” 

One other influence perhaps reflected 
thematically in JT’s output, is that of 
Artemisia Gentileschi, an Italian artist 
working up to 1656.  She was born in to 
an artistic family, with a respected artist 
father, and became an independently 
successful woman painter which in those 
times, was an extreme rarity.  She also 
survived rape, and torture to prove her 
virginity, and succeeded in the legal battle 
with her aggressor.  Artemisia’s paintings 
though perhaps typical of the day in the 
use of biblical and mythological themes, 
are quite revolutionary in focussing on the 
acts of strong women and suffering, and 
their sometimes exacting revenge on men 
as with Judith slaying Holofemes. 

To this day the art world remains 
dominated by men and JT is making a 
compelling case for swimming against the 

tide, which could perhaps, have been an 
alternative title for this exhibition.

JT wraps in Victorian vestments her 
contemporary message and there is 
definitely more to this show than meets 
the eye.  Is there a hidden meaning linking 
these pieces with the original composition 
by Elgar?  Churchill was not talking 
about painting when he said “it’s a riddle 
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma, 
but I think it’s appropriate.  Go and see 
for yourself…drop me a line or send me 
an email if you think I’m right or wrong.

Top Right: Girl In A Corner, Red Room
Bottom Right: Girl In A Corner 3, Boxer
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It is just a little word, but it becomes 
quite a big deal when the ‘it’ in question 
is the novel, It, by Stephen King, and 
an even bigger deal when that book is 
being transformed into a film on Port 
Hope’s Walton Street. Three stores form 
part of the set: one is even managing 
to trade during the process.  There is a 
walking tour of key locations offering 
‘selfi’ opportunities.

Though the film industry now makes a 
substantial contribution to the economy 
of Port Hope, the town has been making 
a living from its history for many years.  
Draining of marsh land permitted the 
construction of the viaduct which then 
allowed the railway to run through Port 
Hope.  That success made many investors 
quite wealthy, promoting a construction 
boom, the evidence of most of which 
fortunately, remains for all to see.  Take 
the time to have a look at the viaduct, 
it really is an architectural masterpiece 
and would make for a good photograph.  
Ease of access brings visitors and Port 
Hope’s population is swelling with 
people coming for the day or weekend 
and then deciding to relocate, keeping 
local realtors busy. 

Another photographic opportunity is 
provided by the annual salmon migration 

which occurs from late August to early 
October giving observers a chance to witness 
the drama of thousands of coho and chinook 
salmon making their way up river to spawn.

One of Port Hope’s most famous residents 
was The Great Farini, aka, William Hunt, 
a man of seemingly unlimited talents, an 
artist, a world traveller, inventor, showman 
and tight rope walker.  In 1859 he walked 
along an eighty foot high tightrope strung 
between two buildings over the Ganaraska, 
enthralling a crowd of eight thousand, twice 
the then population.  Maybe the revival of 
tight rope walking could be a novel tourist 
attraction with historic ancestry?

Hand in hand with history comes 
architecture and the recognition of 
its value is what makes Port Hope so 
appealing today, most of the historic 
downtown core is populated by smaller, 
unique businesses which add an extra 
level of interest for visitors.

House hunters should check out the 
recently opened branch of Exit Realty, 
where they’d be sure to find all the help 
they need in searching for a new home.  
Whether a historic property or one of 
more recent construction takes your fancy, 
Walton Street is an excellent source of 
specialist stores purveying artefacts of 

all kinds, from antiques at Antiques on 
Queen, to mid-century modern furniture 
at Dwellissimo, and old maps and prints 
offered by Lord Russborough’s Annex, 
with which to decorate your new dwelling.  
Inuit Gallery adds sculpture and prints 
to the mix, and Ganaraska Framing 
lives up to its name with a selection of 
prints and local paintings.  Scanning 
and photographic retouching services 
are also available.  Grasshopper Studios, 
(at Lord Russborough’s Annex), has 
exquisite stained glass, commissions are 
welcome and repairs of period pieces are 
undertaken.  Flourish stocks the finest of 
female fashions and for enquiring minds 
of all ages, Furby Books is the place to be.  
Needing a break?  Mercury Chocolates 
has tempting coffee and chocolates, Sugar 
Dust Bakery has a variety of teas and more 
substantial edibles and will be delighted 
to bake you a birthday or wedding cake.  
For dinner and perhaps an overnight stay, 
make your way over to the Waddell and 
enjoy their award winning restaurant 
Trattoria Gusto.

Port Hope…a small town with a big 
experience.

It’s all about
Port Hope
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We Sell History 

An eclectic mix of antique maps, 
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Services. 
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We are committed to quality and high standards, we 
believe in honesty, integrity and superior customer service. 
We are excited to be a part of the downtown community 

and look forward to participating in all the events.
We are open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm, feel free 

to pop in to our office anytime to discuss your 
Real Estate needs or simply to say hi.  

We specialize in all facets  
of Real Estate from Residential

to Rural Farms and Commercial properties.

Exit Realty Lakeshore Brokerage
Independently owned and operated

87 Walton Street, Port Hope
905-885-5550 www.exitrealtylakeshore.com

Meredith Kennedy, Broker of Record,  
is pleased to announce that Exit Realty 
Lakeshore Brokerage in Port Hope is

NOW OPEN          
FOR BUSINESS 
at 87 Walton St, Port Hope

A MULTI DEALER SHOP

NEW STOCK DAILY

 TIMELESS

 INTERESTING

QUALITY

UNIQUE

EXOTIC

SENTIMENTAL

• O PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
(CALL FOR WINTER HOURS)

•NEVER-ENDING SELECTION

• Q UESTIONS?  
WE TRY TO ANSWER

•U NDER 6,000 SQ. FEET 
(5993 SQ FT)

•EXCEPTIONAL STAFF

•EXCELLENT SERVICE

•NEVER DISAPPOINTED

• IT SPELLS ANTIQUES ON QUEEN!

ANTIQUES ON QUEEN
12 QUEEN STREET, PORT HOPE, ON

(905) 885-9858  ANTIQUESONQUEEN@BELLNET.CA

Ganaraska
ART & FRAMING

Custom Framing
Fine art Printing / Giclée
Local Art Work
Portrait Photography

Ganaraska Art & Framing
93 Walton Street 

Port Hope, ON  L1A 1N4
P: 905.885.1323

www.ganaraskaart.com
www.oliversteins.com

Interesting

things for

interesting

people.

Dwellissimo
T H E   H A N D S O M E   H O M E

www.dwellissimo.com

PORT HOPE - ONTARIO

D
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SERVING YOUNG READERS SINCE 1989!
65 Walton St. Port Hope

9 0 5 . 8 8 5 . 7 2 9 6
furbyhousebooks.com 
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The "D" is for Different. 
Dwellissimo offers a unique 
mix of carefully curated 
mid-century furniture, art 
and lighting, quirky
artifacts from the past and 
the best selection of custom 
made pillow covers this 
side of the 49th. We'll also 
attempt to provide you with 
a unique shopping
experience.

That's important to us. We're more than just stuff in a shop. 
So plan a day out in Port Hope with your spouse or friends, 
have lunch or dinner, maybe take in a show and pay us a 
visit. Our customers say we're the coolest store in town. 
Just look for the "D".

Open Tuesday to Sunday 11am to 5pm.

95 Walton Street, Port Hope Ontario 
905.885.7044
www.dwellissimo.com

FLOURISH is about beautiful, unique and comfortable clothing for women of all sizes.
We carry Bryn Walker’s relaxed fit linen. Grizas funky silk and linen as well as Neon
     Buddha’s 100% organic cotton. We also carry Diane Kennedy’s and Symples’s made in
        Canada lines. Come on in and find your ‘WOW’ piece whether it’s Ayala Bar’s beautiful 
          one-of-a-kind jewellery or just those perfect pair of fun socks. The options are endless 
           and the selection in plentiful.

           Open Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 5pm.
           Sunday 11am to 3pm.

    78 Walton Street, Port Hope Ontario
    905.885.5400

Ganaraska
ART & FRAMING

GLAM Vintage & Moderne has been providing clients with
quality custom design since its opening. Be it custom sofas, 
seatings and upholstery, draperies and blinds,  custom
kitchens and baths or built in cabinetry, GLAM offers a 
unique approach geared to
the clients’ own preferences.
Far from producing a cookie 
cutter look, Richard Cadoret 
enjoys the challenge of
tailoring each project to 
reflect the clients' distinct 
personality. “I think our
portfolio aptly defines how 
broad the scope of our work  
is as well as its extreme 
diversity”, says Richard 
Cadoret.

48 Walton Street,
Port Hope Ontario
905.800.0329
www.glamvintage.ca

The Waddell Hotel provides a unique boutique hotel
experience, blending personalized service with the attention 
to detail that will make your stay a memorable experience. 
The Waddell is a beautifully restored, early 19th century 
building offering modern amenities for business travelers, 
and a central location for tourists and weekend visitors.
Rest and unwind in our spacious, well-appointed guest 
rooms overlooking the beautiful Ganaraska River. Renew,
restore and deeply relax through yoga fused with ancient 
Vedic traditions in The Sanctuary.
Whether it’s an evening out or a weekend away, we welcome 
you and truly hope you enjoy your stay.

1 Walton Street, Port Hope Ontario
905.885.2449 TF: 1.800.361.1957
www.thewaddell.ca

Ganaraska
ART & FRAMING

Oliver Steins is well known in Port Hope for his moustache and for Ganaraska Art and 
Framing which has operated at 93 Walton Street for 7 years. Oliver is proud to offer the 
widest selection of framing products in the whole of Northumberland, including an
exclusive line from Roma.
His wide format Epsom printer can produce posters, images for presentations and fine art 
giclée prints on canvas or a variety of papers. At competitive prices, Oliver can stretch 
canvasses and convert slides to digital files.

Open Monday to Saturday 10am to 5pm.

93 Walton Street, Port Hope Ontario
905.885.1323
www.ganaraskaart.com
soliver@cogeco.net

Following its successful launch in late 2015 with a storm of 
publicity over Penny 1V by William Lazos, Engine Gallery 
of 32 Walton Street, has 
gone from strength to 
strength. Make a point of 
checking out the
forthcoming show by 
Alan Glicksman. Born in 
a hurricane, his paintings 
have always exhibited 
a fierce frenetic energy 
characteristic of
Abstract Expressionism as 
illustrated in this portrait. 
Since relocating to Owen 
Sound in 2005, the rugged 
landscape and endless 
water has channelled his 
wild energy into a
psychological and
geographic fusion of abstract landscapes. 
  
32 Walton Street, Port Hope Ontario
1.416.992.5282
www.enginegallery.ca

ENGINE GALLERY

905-885-5400
56 Walton Street, Port Hope On
flourishfashion@outlook.com

Flourish Fashion

Ayala Bar
Foxcroft                          
Lysse
Charlie B
Yoga Jeans
Shapeez 
and 
much 
MORE

A PLACE TO 
EXPERIENCE
UNIQUE SHOPPING

Elegant cakes and Desserts made from 
scratch with Love and Butter.

SUGAR DUST BAKERY & CAFÉ
74 WALTON STREET, PORT HOPE, ON L1A 1N3
905-800-1010  SUGARDUSTBAKERY.COM
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S aturday 12th August was a 
great day in the rich history of 
pie-making with the inaugura-
tion of the Lang Pioneer Village 
Museum’s new professional 

kitchen facility and the christening of the 
oven in a pie-making workshop lead by the 
celebrated doyen of the pie makers’ art, 
Eila Belton. For anyone unaware of Eila’s 
credentials, she has reigned supreme in 
Warkworth Pefect Pie competition, earn-
ing the title “Champion of Champions.” 
Those fortunate enough to experience her 
2017 entry, incorporating savoury chicken 
with leeks and morel mushrooms, enter-
tain lingering memories of the taste to this 
very day.  Participants where able to learn 
how to make a vegetable pie with a lattice 
top, a mixed fruit pie with streusel top-
ping, and the  traditional favourite, apple 
pie.  Eila is a generous soul, who simply 
loves to share her knowledge and pie-thu-
siasm and we are very fortunate to be able 
to offer one of Eila’s recipes for our read-
ers to try.  However if a more hands on ap-
proach is what you need, the folks at Lang 
Pioneer Village Museum are organising 
further sessions of pie making opportuni-
ty, please keep in touch with Jill Chapman 
at jchapman@county.peterborough.on.ca 

or tell 705.295.6694 ex 23 and get pie-ous.

The secret to perfect pie-liciousness is the 
pastry.  Eila has provided recipes using 
both lard and vegetable shortening.

Lard Pastry  
(enough for three double crust pies)
Ilb Lard
5 ½ cups all purpose flower
2 tsp. salt
1 tbsp. white vinegar
1 egg lightly beaten
Cold water

Method
Mix flour and salt, cut in lard and mix 
with pastry blender until resembles coarse 
oatmeal.
Combine vinegar with water to make 
250ml and gradually stir into mixture. 
Mix well.
If possible, refrigerate overnight.

Pastry with Vegetable 
Shortening.  
(Enough for one 9 inch pie)
2 cups all purpose floor

¾ tsp. salt
1 cup vegetable shortening
2 tbsp. cold water.
1 egg.
1 tbsp. white vinegar.

Method
Combine flour and salt.
Ensure shortening is room temperature 
and cut into flour mix with pastry blender 
until resembles coarse crumbs.
Beat egg, water and vinegar and pour over 
crumbs.
Stir with fork until moistened.
Chill.

Vegetable Pie with 
Lattice Top
Pastry for a single nine inch pie plus a 
little extra for lattice.
1 cup blanched cauliflower florets
1 cup sliced Spanish onions
1 cup sliced green zucchini
1 cup sliced yellow zucchini
1 cup sliced mushrooms
1 cup mixed bell peppers
1 cup small tomatoes
3 eggs
½ cup 35% cream

Lessons in Piety… Pie-onering the perfect pie
at Lang Pioneer Village Museum BY CAROLINE WILLIAMS
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CAMPBELLFORD Your #1 Sewing Centre
CASTLETON Castleton General Store
HAVELOCK  Perfection Plus
MARMORA  Cook’s Barbershop
  Cutting Corners
NORWOOD  MJS Hair Design
TRENT RIVER General Store
WARKWORTH Scott’s Variety
COBOURG  Town & Country Laundromat
  Home 2 Home
GRAFTON  Grafton Variety
COLBORNE  Colborne Home Hardware
BRIGHTON  One Stop
  Brighton Laundromat
TRENTON  Imperial Alterations
  Lava Clean

DROP OFF & PICK UP POINTS

115 Bridge St. W., Campbellford
1-800-507-1403 • 705-653-2331 • www.classic-cleaners.ca

1 cup grated extra old cheddar
Olive Oil
Fresh basil and thyme
Salt and Pepper

Method
Blanch cauliflower for 2 mins. Drain and 
cool.
Cut zucchini in half and remove seeds.

Sprinkle with salt and let stand 15 mins.
Then dry with kitchen roll and slice.
Saute onions, peppers and zucchini in 
olive oil.
Add tomatoes at the end so not to over cook.
Saute mushrooms separately and let cool.
Roll out pastry and arrange vegetables in 
the shell.
Break eggs in bowl and whisk in 35% cream.

Sprinkle with fresh basil and thyme and 
then the cheese.
Add salt and pepper and pour over vegetables.

Lattice Top
Cut pastry strips ½ inch wide and 12 
inches long.
Lay strips over pie at 1 inch intervals, trim 
and crimp edges as desired.

innovative interiors
• drapery • blinds

• in home consultations
• interior design

705-653-4715

www.innovativeinteriors.ca 
20 Queen Street Campbellford
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When did it start and what is it  
all about?
In 1976 a blind wine tasting in Paris 
witnessed some American chardonnays 
and pinot noirs scoring top marks against 
many of France’s best: this surprising 
event became known as The Judgement 
of Paris.  In 2016, the thought came to 
me that wines crafted in The County were 
not getting the attention they deserved.  
Proposing to my wine-tasting group, 
The Royal Winers, the idea of an annual 
gathering, where County wines would be 
compared with those from other regions, 
was what brought The Judgement of 
Kingston into being. 

Our first event, on the fortieth anniversary 
of The Judgement of Paris, featured some 
of those very Californian chardonnays 
that triumphed in France four decades 
ago, pitted against County chardonnays.  
I imagined The County would do well, 
but everyone was shocked by the results: 
Rosehall Run’s 2013 ‘JCR’ Chardonnay 
and Closson Chase’s South Close 2014 
Chardonnay were the first and second best 
wines, with California’s Clos du Val 2013 
(Carneros) Chardonnay coming in third.  
The Washington Post’s, Elin McCoy stated 
this was her, “most surprising tasting this 

year,” adding the County chardonnays 
reminded her of, “premiers crus white 
Burgundies—at a much cheaper price.”

In 2017 our second JoK involved tasting 
Burgundy and County pinot noirs – with 
new judges awarding Stanner's 2014 
Vineyard Barrel Select Pinot Noir third 
place, while the tasting public voted 
Exultet Estate's 2013 "The Beloved" 
Pinot Noir as worthy of the Bronze slot.  
County wines make the grade even when 
compared with those from some very 
prestigious and old wine growing regions.

What wines will be featured at the 
Judgement of Kingston 2018?
The County is renowned for chardonnay 
and pinot grapes, so we are revisiting 
chardonnay this year.  But this time 
around we’re comparing County wines 
with outstanding chardonnays from the 
Okanagan Valley, considered amongst 
Canada’s best.  I can’t tell anyone which 
wines are involved – those details aren’t 
revealed until the judges make their 
announcement and we tally up how the 
audience votes.  That makes for a lot of 
fun – not only do we have professional 
wine critics offering learned opinions, but 
everyone gets to express their  preferences 

and compare notes with our experts.  Our 
judges this year are Dr. Francois Belisle, 
Nadia Fournier, Geoff Heinricks and 
Margaret Swaine. 

Is the Judgement only about 
wine-tasting?
The event offers the chance to learn about 
some of The County’s great wines by blind-
tasting and scoring them in the company 
of thoughtful wine critics, however we 
do have a serious side.  Annually, we 
dedicate proceeds from ticket sales and the 
silent auction to the University Hospitals 
Kingston Foundation, specifically for the 
Cancer Centre of Southeastern Ontario.  
In our first year we donated $1,000.  Last 
year it was $3,000, this time we hope to do 
even better.  Our idea always was not only 
to establish a regional wine-appreciation 
event in Kingston, but also to give back to 
the people in eastern Ontario.  

Everyone who helps organize and run the 
event is a volunteer.  And I must recognize 
the contributions Kingston’s official town 
crier, Chris Whyman, Dr. Kimberley 
Meathrel, surgeon and wine buff, Clark 
Day, our master of ceremonies,  The 
Royal Winers, Professor Ugurhan Berkok, 
Simon Chapelle, Dr. Colin Duncan and 

The Judgement of Kingston:  
An interview with  

Professor Lubomyr Luciuk
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Professor James Stewart.  Without them, 
and, of course, the winemakers, who 
most generously donate their wines, we 
couldn’t make this event happen, nor give 
back to the community. 

Thankfully, Tourism Kingston has become 
more involved, as has the Prince Edward 
County Winegrowers Association.   All see 
real potential in promoting Kingston and 
the Great Waterway region as a culinary 
tourism destination; not only are there many 
great restaurants in Kingston and area, but, 
just down the road, some fine wine-makers 
are producing wines that can successfully 
compete internationally, many of which are 
served in Kingston’s restaurants, although I 
admit I would like to see even more on offer 
in future.  It’s so easy for anyone who wants 
to explore The County to stay in Kingston, 
enjoy this historic city and all its fine dining 
options with day trips to some exceptional 
nearby vineyards.

So what does one get for the price 
of a ticket?
Your ticket allows you to sample each 
of the seven wines we pour and gets you 
a scorecard to rate the wines as you try 
them.  You can also participate in our 
silent auction, bidding on wines and 
wine-related merchandise such as guided 
tours to The County.  Everyone gets a 
‘loot bag’ that includes information about 
The County and Kingston, along with 
professional tasting notes about each of 
the wines served. Of course we only hand 
out the tasting notes after the judges’ 
announcements have been made.  We 
don’t want to spoil the surprise!

When and were will this year’s 
Judgement of Kingston be held?
The third of November 2018 is the date, 
and the venue is the Residence Inn by 
Marriott (Water’s Edge) at 7 Earl Street in 
Kingston, begining at 3 pm and continuing 
till 6:30 pm.  Tickets are already on sale 
online and at the Visitor Information 
Centre (in Kingston) and we fully expect 
we’ll be sold out again this year so 
Grapevine readers who want to join us 
should get a ticket soon!  This is a fun 
event, you don’t need to be a wine snob 
to join in.  Drink wine, enjoy yourself and 
raise money for a worthy cause – surely 
an irresistible combination?

And I took the road less traveled.  
And it was good.  And much more 
convenient than expected.  Most 'best 
kept secrets' lie in some dark corner 
or deep in the woods or far and away.  
This little gem, however, is hidden in 
plain sight.  And it has been that way 
since the 1960s when a 400 meter 
shortcut was built around a small but 
vibrant waterfront village.  Yep, 400m.  
Saving just a few seconds if you scoot 
right by, which is what many now do, 
not giving themselves a chance to see 
what's here.  More than half a century 
later, the effects of this bypass are still 
being felt.  It certainly slowed down the 
economy, but now it seems to be the 
magic element that makes this the new 
destination of choice for day trippers 
and long term vacationers alike.

Though, let me warn you: if you enjoy 
line ups and delays, the great parking spot 
hunt or shopping for the latest in shipped 
in by container goodies, you might want 
to keep on truckin'. You won't find any 
of that here.  Folks you don't know will 
bid you hello.  Shops and art studios are 
nestled in homefronts.  The coffee shop 
and the honey house share a space.  You 
can park and meander by foot or by bike.  
Explore the side streets...most of which 
lead you to or by water, so bring a line to 
throw in, or shoes for wading and truly 
immerse yourself.

Located only fifteen minutes drive 
south of the 401 between Cobourg and 
Kingston, pulling onto County Road 
29 (formerly Mill St) will, if you let 
it, transport you through time.  The 
atmosphere is reminiscent of simpler 
days, where dogs and kids run freely 
and kitchen parties with neighbours 
are the norm.  And yet, the west end of 
Prince Edward County doesn't ask too 

much of me - if I'm being perfectly honest, 
I'm not willing to be far from a decent cell 
signal and free wifi spots. NOTE: there's 
one at the library in the old Anglican 
church, built on land originally provided 
by United Empire Loyalist settlers.

Consecon, repleat with history and yet 
teetering on the verge of a contemporary 
boom, is more than the sum of its parts. 
The main village thoroughfare at 1.8kms, 
both ends of which are marked by great 
restaurants, is not a bad start in my books.  
While satiating the senses, both give 
diners a taste of what to expect from any 
stop in the environs, both metaphorically 
and literally: authentic, quality, made in 
the moment goodness.  This rings true, 
too, at the waterfront dining destination 
downtown, overlooking the mill pond 
from the historic grist mill, in operation 
from 1804 until the 1990s and though 
cleaned up and classy, it still looks the 
part.  Same for daytime destinations, go 
to the beach, take up angling, do yoga, 
paint, or kick back and do nothing at all.  
On the right night, a stop in at the local 
Legion is a surprising treat – and trust 
me, it's not your granddad's hangout.  At 
this establishment, you can blend in with 
an eclectic 'pub' crowd or standout at one 
of their open mic nights. You'll likely 
want to stay longer and experience more.  
There's no name brand hotel in these parts, 
though.  Overnight accommodations in 
and around town consist of camping or 
AirBnBs that range from cozy and cute 
to classy and luxurious... yes, even luxury 
camping.  Tactile, genuine experiences 
are on hand and all are warmly welcomed 
at every turn.   Don’t miss Haunting in 
the Hamlet, which takes as this year’s 
theme Honouring the Ancestors, and then 
look forward to Christmas in the Village. 
www.consecon.ca  Consecon may just be 
the best The County has to offer?

Authenticity Hiding  
in Plain Sight BY  REA  JAQUES
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Terra Estate Winery Inc
A Taste of Italy in the County.
That's what the founders wanted when they first started Ter-
ra in 2007:   a place that feels like Italy and tastes like Italy 
all right here in Consecon! We also have an authentic Italian 
cuisine restaurant.  Please contact us for further information.
896 Lakeside Dr., Consecon
www.terraestatewinery.com

The Counter Coffee & Kitchen
The Counter Coffee & Kitchen- with a tentative opening of July 
2018, Consecon has the perfect place to relax and enjoy a 
premium roasted coffee, grab-and-go breakfasts, sandwiches, 
pastries, muffins and more! Our welcoming staff will ensure 
your day's adventure gets started right. 
171 County Road 29, Consecon

Janet B Gallery & Studios
Shop for local original works of art including wine inspired 
hand painted silk scarves or custom art-to-wear.  Join in one 
of our studio workshops or at the vineyard to capture history 
on canvas. "1st Stop In The County" 
Phone:613-965-5698  
Text by Cell: 416-526-6356
241 County Rd 29 (formerly Mill Street),  
Prince Edward County ON

Consecon Honey House
Brand new to town! Primarily a honey and wax production 
facility, there is also a retail component including beeswax can-
dles, wax food wraps, soap, lip balm and, of course, honey.  We 
will be open for special events and workshops in order to an-
swer any of the community’s curiosities about the importance 
of bees. Look for upcoming events such as hive tours, candle 
and food wrap making and honey extraction parties galore! 
416-948-2927
171 County Road 29, Consecon

Visit Consecon for a genuine    and authentic village experience
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The Merchant’s Mill
On old Mill St (Cty Rd 29) is a West PEC purveyor of fine goods 
-organic, local, upcyled, small batch, handmade and principled; 
from fine foods and housewares to bath and body, art and 
decor. The Merchants Mill invites wholesome and beautiful  
interactions with you. 
613-392-4410
217 County Road 29 (old Mill St), Consecon 
www.theMerchantsMill.com
FB.com/theMerchantsMill

The Mill PEC Waterfront Restaurant
Chef Sebastien Schwab balances simplicity with sophistication 
using the freshest local ingredients. Savour our farm to fork 
casual cuisine and relaxed friendly service in the warm rustic 
atmosphere of this unique historic building.  Enjoy the view of 
the Mill Pond from our waterfront patio.  We offer a rotating se-
lection of PEC wines, craft beers, ciders and spirits.  Vegetarian, 
Vegan and Gluten free options available. Dine in or takeaway. 
Tel: 613-394-0303 / 613-243-0513 
9 Division Blvd, Consecon  
www.themillpec.com

Strato’s Pizzeria & Restaurant
Situated on Highway 33, in the heart of wine country, Strato’s 
Pizzeria & Restaurant offers a cozy & casual dining experience, 
specializing in Mediterranean & Canadian cuisine. 
Hours: Summer - Open daily
Winter - Wednesday - Thursday 

Phone: 613-848-3576
20018 Loyalist Parkway, Consecon K0K 1T0
stratospizza.ca

Visit Consecon for a genuine    and authentic village experience
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Blind Tasting of Chardonnays

Judgement of Kingston 2018
Chardonnays of The County versus some of the Okanagan’s best!

Residence Inn by Marriott
(Water’s Edge)

November 3rd, 2018
3:00 - 6:30pm

Tickets available online at
judgementofkingston.ca or
209 Ontario Street, Kingston
Visitor Information Centre

judgementofkingston.ca

Age is relative.

Some time ago, I held the bronze blade of 
a dagger in my hand.  Eons ago the handle 
of wood and leather had disintegrated along 
with most of the corpse it was placed beside, 
in a tomb near the ancient city of Jericho, 
where the two had laid for more than 3,500 
years. Though somewhat tarnished, the 
blade was in immaculate condition.  A 
couple of tiny notches made me speculate 
it had seen some action in its day.

The owner of this precious relic of a 
near forgotten civilization was a very 
distinguished gentleman of 78.  He too, 
though slightly notched and tarnished, 
was in excellent shape.  A lifetime of care 
and conditioning had preserved, even 
improved, his dignity and mental state.  
You could say these were his golden years.

Together we planned to sip a luxury 
champagne.

He had been presented with a bottle of 
Dom Perignon 1996 by colleagues on his 
all-important seventy fifth birthday.  At a 
mere twenty two years of age, this wine 
should have been at the vibrant peak of its 
maturity.  Expecting exotic, foaming, fruity 
and floral notes of pear and white peach, 
with background nuances of brioche, honey, 
nuts, jasmine, lilac and vanilla, and a long, 
dry, limestone finish of dusty chalk, I was 
eagerly anticipating a sparkling evening.

Instead it had no bubbles.  It was tart, 
if not sour in taste, with a fungal nose 
reminiscent of  old, oxidized sherry.  
Any pleasant notes in the wine were 
insufficient to counter the strong, earthy, 
decomposing notes.

It was a superb lesson in death by 
misadventure.

The damage may already have been done 
before the bottle was gifted to my friend.  
Since then, it had been through a change 
of address, extended storage at room 
temperature standing on a fireplace in a 
bright living room, followed by a lengthy 
period of time inside the refrigerator 
waiting for the right occasion.

Any one of these experiences would have 
caused irreparable damage to the bottle’s 
fragile contents, plus the uncertain provenance 
of this luxury champagne pretty well may 
have guaranteed a case of ‘vigor mortis.”

Perhaps you have standing in the back corner 
of your fridge a bottle of the Hinterland Les 
Etoiles sparkling wine that Prime Minister 

BY KONRAD EJBICH

Stash 
 your cache...

or your wine will turn to vinegar
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Justin Trudeau and his wife Sophie enjoyed 
on their visit to the winery in the spring of 
2017.  Or maybe you picked up a case of 
Rosehall Run JCR Reserve Pinot Noir 
after it delighted Prince Charles and Camilla 
during their Royal Tour of The County last 
summer.  And perhaps you plan to hold on to 
one of those bottles for your child’s twenty 
first birthday, still a few years off. 

If you intend to store wine at all, please 
avoid disappointment with the following 
recommendations.

Wine is a living product. It is born on the 
vine and delivered in the winery.  After 
being “brought up” for a year or two, it is 
bottled and begins a process of growing up, 
developing flavours and complexity and 
maturing into a beverage of depth and grace 
before it eventually dies.  The length of time 
it takes to complete this natural process 
depends on the initial quality of the wine and 
the conditions under which it is stored.

Light and heat are wine’s worst enemies, 
so you’ll need to create a space that’s 
conducive to long, undisturbed storage in 
cellar like conditions.  Pick a cool or cold 
place that can be completely darkened.  If 
there’s a window, make sure you cut out 
any light with a curtain, shutter or dark 
screen.  If you live in a rented flat without 
a cellar, choose a central closet and store 
your bottles as close to the floor as possible.

Bottles with screw-caps can be shelved 
standing up but cork sealed bottles must rest 
on their sides to keep the corks moist.  If these 
bottles are left standing the corks will dry out 
within a few months letting air get in and 
you’ll soon have a lot of expensive vinegar. 

For most wines, a steady temperature of 
between 10˚C (50˚F) and 12˚C (55˚F) is ideal 
for short or long term storage.  Obviously, 
the furnace room will not do.  Nor will a 
root cellar under the front porch, where 
it’s cool in the summer but nearly freezing 
throughout the winter months.  Bi-annual 
temperature shifts also may cause leakage 
in cork sealed bottles. Cool temperatures 
are important but so is consistency; there 
should be minimal temperature fluctuation.

Keep your cache of fine wines away from 
vibration, like that created by washers, 
dryers or some power tools.  This also 
means you cannot keep a 250-watt speaker 
system buried among your liquid treasures.

Wine cannot be stored in the same space as 
gasoline, paint or cleaning fluids.  Aging 
cheeses and salamis, bushels of apples or 
onions, tubs of pickles or sauerkraut, and 
even new leather shoes and old rubber 
boots will also eventually share their 
odours with your vino.

With these few details respected, your 
wines will remain cool, calm and collected 
for as long as they are with you, and your 
“cellar” will become a personal library 
of fine vintage experiences, rather than a 
mourning room and bottle graveyard.

Aging Guide for  
Prince Edward County  
Wines  

(from listed vintage date)

Unoaked Chardonnay 2-4 years 
Oak-aged Chardonnay 3-7 years
Gamay  1-3 years 
Pinot Noir  4-15 years
Vintage sparkling wine 3-10+ years

 

BE OUTSIDE 
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M ore then ever before, 
we are leading busy and 
stressful lives.  At times 
we may feel overwhelmed 
and unable to cope with 

the pressures of modern living. The challenge 
of finding time for ourselves to reflect, relax 
and re charge is a difficult one, but necessary 
for our vitality and longevity.  

There are so many ways to shift towards 
a happy healthier you and breathing better 
is just one small step on the path.  The 
following gives you a little insight on how 
to increase awareness of your breathing 
and some of the many benefits that may 
be helpful on that journey.

Better Breathing- Breathing is our most 
immediate necessity of life!  Although 
no one can live with out breathing many 
people mange to live a good portion of 
their lives with out breathing properly.  
With a stressful pace of life, and more 
sedentary jobs we manage to contribute to 
unhealthy habits which take a toll on the 
respiratory system.  We rarely feel what it 
is like to breath properly and most people 
go through their day with a shallow breath 
pattern.  The breath helps harmonize the 
connection between the body and the 
mind.  Every movement you make, every 
emotion you experience influences your 
breathing- for example when you are 
feeling stressed you might experience a 
shortened, more sporadic breath pattern. 

Let’s take a moment to understand the  

relationship between our inhaled and exhaled 
breaths and the transition breath between the two. 

Inhalation& Exhalation – As your lungs take 
in air, oxygen passes into your body, providing 
it with one of the necessary ingredients for life.  
The exhalation is the outward flow of air from 
your lungs that expels gaseous waste products 
from your body such as carbon dioxide.  If 
you practice yoga you may always be aware 
that there is a correlation with an exhale breath 
and that of expelling impurities from the mind.  
There is also a period of time between these 
two breaths where there is neither inhale or 
exhale.  This absence of either inhalation or 
exhalation is called “retention”.  This retention 
is the transition between the inhaled and 
exhaled breath and it helps us with mental 
clarity and  improves the strength of the lungs, 
bringing more oxygen to the blood stream 
allowing for a deeper breath. 

Breathing better helps to improve both 
your physical, mental and emotional 
wellness along with the following:

• Boosts energy
•  Increases concentration and ability to 

think clearly
•  Releases tension in the body and 

enhances your ability to deal with 
pressure and stress 

•  Ridding the body of toxins and 
maximizing oxygen intake

• Brings calmness to the mind and body
•  Reduces stress and can help regulate 

blood pressure

 

Breathing for 
calmness exercise
This breathing exercise will calm 
your mind in stressful situations.

Sit with your spine straight and 
your head upright and legs in a 
comfortable position. If you are new 
to sitting tall from the floor, a chair 
will work.  When you feel ready start 
to notice how you are breathing.  
With your eyes closed notice, the 
rise and fall of each breath without 
changing it in any way.  Just be a 
witness to your breath.  Take a few 
minutes here.  When you are ready, 
begin with steps below

1.  In your seated position, gently 
seal you lips and inhale through 
your nose.  Feel the air entering 
through your nostrils and down 
the back of your throat.  Now feel 
the breath moving down even 
further until it reaches your lungs.

2.  At the end of your next inhale 
breath notice a slight pause as 
your breath transforms to the 
exhale breath.

3.  As you exhale through the nose 
notice the air emptying in your 
lungs and visualize your breath 
moving up past your throat and 
out through your nose.

4.  Feel the air as it moves across your 
upper lip at the end of the exhale 
breath. Then notice a slight pause 
in the breath before the next 
inhale begins.

5.  Repeat, and as you watch and 
listen to the breath notice as it 
becomes slower and calmer and 
also how the mind feels calmer 
and slower.

6.  Try this for about 5 minutes each 
day to start, and then build up in 
time as it feels good for you.

Enjoy your journey to improved 
health and wellness as you are 
now one step closer to feeling the 
benefits of better breathing! 

Healthier, 
Happier You 
through 
Better 
Breathing!
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13360 Loyalist Parkway, Picton  
613.476.6834

sagedesignandconstruction.com

GOOD BONES GREAT FINISH

 

 
 

 

 
“Full 12 Month Warranty” 

 

RENTALS | SALES | BIKE REPAIRS 
613.391.9191 

39 Stanley St. Bloomfield 
www.pedegopec.ca 

 

FINANCING AVAILABLE! 
 
 

~Gluten-free
~Dairy-free
~Diabetic

~Meat Alternatives
~Low-Sodium Products

~Organics
~All Natural Cleanings Products and  

Personal Hygiene Products
~Plant Based Foods

~Vegetarian
~Paleo

~Ketogenic
~Vegan

5529 Highway 62 South, Belleville, Ontario K8N4Z7 
(We are located between Rossmore Stop and Gilmour Meats)

Phone: 613-391-1108 or 613-661-6706
greenrootbelleville.com

yoga, pilates, gts

thai yoga massage

infrared sauna

mindful workshops

mindful body treatments

personalized group training

FREE 
Consultation

613-968-1166
mindfulmovements.ca

164 Moira Street East, Belleville

Cindy L. Dow
Designer

19339 Loyalist Parkway 
Prince Edward County

designergirl@interiorsbycindy.ca 
www.interiorsbycindy.ca

Interiors by Cindy

613-541-8044
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S ometime ago I pitched the idea to 
Aaron Bedard, General Sales Man-
ager of Lexus Kingston, that there 
could be merit in having a car re-
view written by an ordinary couple 

taking a “his” and “hers,” point of view, rather 
than the typical offerings of motoring journal-
ists, who are usually men, existing in an ob-
scure world of their own, speaking, a language 
known only to themselves, “torque vectoring,”.

Our qualifications for writing a car review 
are decidedly modest, we have both been 
driving around for over thirty years in a 
variety of generally unspectacular cars, 
apart from our beloved, but seriously 
wallet sapping, Saab 9000 turbo, a 
couple of three and five series BMWs.  
Occasionally we have watched Top Gear, 
and at least I, like Jeremy Clarkson, hail 
from Yorkshire. And that’s about it, and 
that really is the point.  We will be offering 
an honest opinion of the car, premised 
solely on the experience of driving: we 

will not be discussing gear boxes, engine 
displacements or horse power.  Our 
frame of reference is quite modest if not 
downright unfair: for the past few years 
Grapevine Magazine has pottered about 
in a humble Chevy Equinox, selected 
solely for its magazine carrying capacity.  
Understanding that knocking domestic 
product is a poplar sport in Canada, we 
have to say the Chevy has actually been 
a loyal and faithful servant over the years, 
spending little time in the shop.

As a prospective car purchaser, I consider 
myself to be undemanding: at 6’ 4”, I 
have to be able to get into it, and having 
achieved that, be able to see out of it, 
rather than find myself staring at the sun 
visor.  From an appearance perspective, 
it must not be irredeemably ugly i.e. 
nothing like the Chevy Aztec, and it 
must be reasonably quiet at legal speeds. 
Tracey is perhaps more style conscious 
with a definite preference for SUVs over 

sedans, and top of her list of priorities is 
the cupboard count, for car park tickets, 
loose change for acquisition of same 
and provision for bottles of water, boxes 
of tissues, phones and purses.  A decent 
illuminated mirror for the application of 
make up and checking that her hair is 
behaving itself is another priority.

With the RXL model Lexus enters the age 
old debate, “does size matter.”  Adding a few 
inches to the RX to create the RXL, allows for 
additional seating capacity, though probably 
best suited to children – but if you are a soccer 
or hockey mum, or doing the school run on a 
snow day, this might be the vehicle for you.  
We can conclude that Lexus at least thinks 
size does matter, and probably expects a good 
proportion of current RX owners to trade up 
in due course, as fortunately the extra space 
comes without a large price tag attached.  
Available in six and seven passenger versions 
it’s designed to compete in the three row 
market, with the likes of Acura, Audi, and 

BY JEFF AND TRACEY KEARY

Introducing  
 the Lexus RX L

New Orford String Quartet arrive in style for PEC Music Festival
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BMW, appealing to those drivers not thrilled 
with the van aesthetic offered by some 
alternatives. With the third row seats in use, 
decent cargo space remains, enough say 
for grocery shopping (or more likely, shoe 
shopping in Tracey’s case), with the third and 
middle rows in the horizontal position, you 
could probably export a teenager to college 
with ease.  Lexus tops the sales charts in 
this category so clearly they must be doing 
something right.

It’s a 4 x 4, (There’s a little info-graphic 
to illustrate power delivery between the 
wheels), so should be more sure footed in 
winter weather, but as Aaron pointed out 
to me, “four wheel drive doesn’t magically 
confer the ability to ignore the laws of 
physics or gravity,” as some drivers like to 
imagine, usually just before ending up in the 
ditch.  Should that be your fate however, an 
array of advanced safety features come into 
play, including at least ten assorted airbags. 

Visually it presents a very aggressive 
stance projecting a “don’t mess with me 
demeanour”, with sculpted side lines which 
are suggestive of flowing motion, even when 
stationary.  Certainly it makes a statement.  
The purposeful vibe continues with the front 
grill resembling an open mouthed whale 
sweeping all before it: spotting that in the 
rear view mirror would definitely make me 
switch lanes.  But then Tracey and I have 
different driving styles, I want to squeeze 
the last kilometre out of each tea spoon 

of gas, whilst Tracey is a somewhat more 
of an enthusiastic driver, so she and other 
heavy footed souls will be happy to learn 
the car runs on ordinary fuel, saving that all 
important extra twenty or more cents a litre. 

Inside it is all muted sophistication, the 
steering wheel alone takes craftsmen sixty 
hours to make, real wood is used with some 
seriously cool aluminium inlaid strips, 
imparting a quality high tech feel.  Seats, 
heated and ventilated, have numerous modes 
of adjustment and can almost provide a back 
massage.  Dark charcoal black leather in this 
particular car, they feel soft and smooth to 
the touch, the dashboard harbours not so 
many flashy dials and gauges as to boggle 
the mind, an analogue clock provides a nice 
retro touch, and I expect the main event 
is on the large screen.  Doors close with a 
satisfyingly dull quality sounding clunk…fit 
and finish is, as you would expect, first class, 
but without ostentation. 

Sales Manager Dan, arrives to fill us in 
on the pre-flight checks.  Springing to life 
the big screen reveals rows of icons and 
programmable, customizable menus and 
options…this process takes nearly twenty 
minutes, I’m surprised he can remember 
everything…there is little these systems 
cannot do to from ordering a pizza to picking 
next week’s winning lottery numbers.  The 
radar adaptive cruise control is set, likewise 
the sensitivity of the lane departure warning 
system, the automatically dipping high 

beams, and the heads-up display. For my 
money the two most impressive of the 
many features of the car are the heads-
up display, (which includes the compass, 
road speed, engine revs and even sat-nav 
directions), and is spectacularly cool at 
night, and the all round camera vision, 
which makes reversing a breeze…you can 
even tell when you are correctly positioned 
in the middle of a parking space.  Plus if 
one has a stiff neck you can still be aware of 
your surroundings and drive safely.

Time to put the key in the ignition.  Ah 
well, apparently things have changed since 
we last bought a car…there’s no key, only a 
fob thing that you do not even have to take 
out of your pocket.  So I put my foot on 
the brake and press the ignition button…
and basically hear nothing.  I thought I’d 
gone deaf.  At any legal speed this car is 
astonishingly smooth and quiet.  Picking 
the car up in Kingston, and having 
appointments in Prince Edward County 
allowed an encounter with Highway 49, the 
nemesis of many a car’s suspension, having 
the richly deserved reputation of being the 
worst road in The County.  It’s a road one 
would normally avoid, and whilst it was 
evident that some of the craters had been 
patched up since our last visit, it’s still as 
bad as driving over the surface of the moon.  
It’s hardly necessary to say that the Lexus 
cruised over the challenges presented 
in a calm and collected manner with the 
minimum of road noise intruding into the 
tranquility of the cabin and at that point we 
hadn’t even explored the sound system.  

Leaving the County we took the 401 to 
Port Hope.  Joining the highway at Trenton 
affords the opportunity to test out the car’s 
response to a tight rising bend coupled 
with a shorter than ideal climbing run in 
to the highway.  Here you get little time 
to merge with the traffic…there’s power 
enough available for any such task though 
the engine note reflects the application of 
the right foot, temporarily disturbing the 
peace.  (If you really feel the need, there’s 
a sports mode for even more spirited 
performance.)  Highway cruising is just 
a vehicular dream, one wafts along on a 
magic carpet of tranquility, cocooned in 
silence, a testament to solid engineering 
and excellent sound proofing, aided by 
double pane windows.  Closing in on Port 
Hope, a truck pulled out from the shoulder 

Nineteen Restaurant in Belleville
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more abruptly than was necessary and 
whilst checking the mirror, (which has 
blind spot monitoring by the way), to 
assess whether it was safe to pull out, the 
car had decided to apply the brakes…radar 
controlled cruise control really does work.  
Equally impressive is the lane departure 
monitoring feature which actually is 
capable of following the ridges in freshly 
grooved pavement awaiting a coat of 

tarmac! Amazing!  Sensors assisting 
the avoidance of car parking knocks are 
similarly impressively sensitive, being 
capable of responding even to bushes 
and high grass.  Satellite navigation is 
remarkable too, it will automatically 
direct you to the nearest gas station if fuel 
is low, take you to the nearest restaurant 
if you need to refuel yourself, it can take 
you anywhere that has a web presence.  

Though there’s a downside to that, the 
proximity of all those shoe shops and 
jewellery stores is plain to see.

Normally when working I drive and 
Tracey mans the phone dealing with calls, 
texts and emails, this means our stereo 
is rarely used, which is a good thing as 
our musical tastes do not align. However, 
I had a quick blast of Miles Davis, (the 
Birth of the Cool, naturally), and then a 
Schubert string quartet, (D887), and can 
report the cello was rich and mellow 
and the top end of violin register didn’t 
remove the enamel from my teeth.

Another area of disagreement is power lift 
gates: Tracey thinks they are the best thing 
since sliced bread whereas I think they are a 
solution in search of a problem.  If, carrying 
a box with both hands one can approach the 
car and open the trunk without having to 
put the box down, that would work for me, 
but here unless you have a companion to 
press the button, you need to put your load 
down and press it yourself.

In conclusion we both fell in love with 
the RXL, in truth it’s not hard to like.  
For a big car, it’s an easy drive, and the 
relatively short wheelbase confers agility 
and a tight turning circle.  There’s plenty 
of power for enthusiastic driving: we did 
put the pedal to the metal, purely in the 
interests of research you understand, and 
it flies for sure, but creditable gas mileage 
is still achievable.  A complete absence of 
cabin noise, rattles and squeaks continues 
to impress us both. At any legal speed 
the car almost feels slow, because it is 
so serenely quiet.  If a quiet, comfortable 
driving experience is on your list of 
priorities, drop in at Lexus of Kingston, 
where Dan and Aaron will be delighted to 
share the Lexus experience with you.

 Feature                  He said   She said                                                                  

 Drive Quality 
 Performance
 Gas Mileage
 Fit and Finish 
 Storage
 Stereo 
 Internal Aesthetics
 External Aesthetics

Buying wine at Huff Estates
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STARTING AT $66,060 MSRP. SEATS 6 OR 7/LONGER/MORE CARGO SPACE.

LEXUS OF KINGTON IS NOW OFFERING A STATE OF THE ART SERVICE FACILITY 

FOR YOUR LEXUS. WE INVITE YOU TO COME AND MEET OUR STAFF AND 

VIEW THE EXCITING LEXUS VEHICLES.

LEXUS OF KINGSTON 

1917 BATH ROAD / 613.634.5555 / lexusofkingston.ca

RX 350 L
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Steve Holt’s biography has quite a 
list of accomplishments: playing 
the piano from the age of four, (ear-
lier than Mozart!), gaining the first 
ever Bachelor of Music majoring 

Jazz Performance from McGill University 
(with distinction no less!), to becoming a re-
spected Bay Street financial analyst, and now 
a compelling and in demand jazz musician 
and owner of The Natural in Warkworth, with 
his wife Laraine.  Oh, and somewhere along 
the way, he became a vegetarian body build-
er.  Now it seems like everything’s falling into 
place, but it wasn’t always so.

Despite being born into a musical family and 
blessed with perfect pitch, Steve confesses 
to being a lousy student, motivated to study 
the piano largely due to sibling rivalry.  
He learned to play by a kind of osmosis, 
copying an elder brother who attended 
lessons.  Later in life the premature death 

of his father obliged a career change, a 
move to Toronto and work as a financial 
analyst in the food sector.  Life’s ups 
and downs prepared the way for future 
developments: Steve became fascinated to 
the point of obsession with mathematics 
and accountancy, the relationship between 
maths and music is well known, and his 
experience in the food sector was later to be 
instrumental in establishing The Natural.

At McGill, Steve eventually saw the light 
and became most attentive to his studies, 
acquiring, under the mentorship of Armas 
Maiste, a penchant for the bebop performance 
style.  Whenever possible, to improve his 
abilities, he played with musicians well out 
of his league, and was fortunate enough to 
be tutored in New York by the one and only 
Kenny Barron.  Herbie Hancock remains an 
influence, as well as Bill Evans and Chick 

Corea. Building a basement studio, a period 
working as a sound and recording engineer 
followed, but somehow little by little, Steve 
found himself performing, less and less.  
For a man who identifies as “a professional 
musician first, and everything else second or 
third,” this was an untenable situation.

Relocating to Warkworth, he built a house 
and acquired premises on Main Street to 
transform into his whole foods store, The 
Natural.  Bay Street experience and his almost 
life long commitment to the vegetarian life 
style provided the background knowledge for 
all the products selected in the store.  Steve 
can recommend products with confidence, 
because he has used or eaten them and has 
even sourced a vegan cheese that tastes great.  
“You don’t have to eat meat to be strong.”  

Recorded music resounds through the store 
every day, and sometimes even Steve’s own 
recordings, but come Friday it’s, “all change.”   
Part of the store converts to The Jazz Café 
and it is here that Steve does his best to keep 
music live.  Every Friday evening Steve can 
be heard performing with top local players: 
Howard Baer on bass, Mike Monis on guitar, 
San Murata on violin and vocalist Jana Reid.  
Artists are often teased out of Toronto like 
Perry White, saxophone, and Dave Young, 
bass, or further a field - saxophonists of the 
calibre of Mike Allen from Vancouver, and 
Dan Faulk from New York.

It must be considered astonishing that a 
tiny little village like Warkworth has access 
to such high quality musical offerings, but 
it’s little short of amazing to learn that 
these concerts are free! Yes let’s say that 
again, “free”….although guests might be 
gracious enough to buy a coffee or some 
of the irresistibly delicious cakes and 
muffins temptingly arrayed on the counter.  
The Jazz Café is becoming something of a 
cultural and community centre, a group of 
knitters, Thy Wool Be Done, hold weekly 
meetings.  Laraine, Steve’s wife runs 
Warkworth Ballet too, so maybe it won’t 
be long before we see a performance of the 
Sugar Plum Fairy at The Jazz Café.

Make a point of including a visit to 
Warkworth on your itinerary and explore 
The Natural and The Jazz Café.   Support 
great natural food choices and live music.  
Let’s all strive to keep music live.  Coffee 
is strongly recommended too!!!

Keeping Music 

Liveat The Natural
BY CAROLINE WILLIAMS
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Simply Eclectic is in Marysville in an  
old barn.  We sell old and new.   

We also carry handmade items such 
as wreaths and arrangements, bird 

houses and one of a kind items!    

Open April 14th and 16th 
10am to 5pm and  

September 2nd & 3rd 10am to 5pm. 

Cash only. Join my Facebook page.

4595 Blessington Road Marysville Ont   
613-885-4723

Open November 1st to November 4th  
and November 8, 9,10 and 11  

10am to 5pm.

2019 Dates 
May 9th-12th and May 16th-19th

252 PRINCESS ST  613.548.3022
1880 JOHN COUNTER BLVD. 613.544.4415 
KINGSTON ONTARIO
JAMESREIDFURNITURE.NET

October Barrymore Sale • Best Prices of the Year
FREE FEATHERS DELUXE UPGRADE  *FURTHER REDUCTION OF SELECTED FLOOR MODELS

Get Cozy In One of Our Barrymore 
Custom Pieces!

Here's a selection of locations where you can Grab a Grapevine

Bath, Schell's Market, Belleville Dewe's Independent, John Parrott 
Gallery, Brighton Sobey's, Campbellford Sharpe's Market, Cobourg 
Craft Food House, Kingston Cornerstone, RBC Princess Street, Nap-
anee Seasons Fine Foods, Peterborough Meta4 Gallery, Port Hope 
Furby House Books, Port Perry Nutty Chocolatier, The County, Case 
Dea, Huff Estates, Books and Co.  Trenton  Wish for Home. If you have 
any difficulty finding a Grapevine please give us a call 613.480.5368 
or email jeff@grapevinemagazine.ca
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BY LIN YOUNG, 
KINGSTON WRITERSFEST

Shrewed: A Wry and Closely Observed 
Look at the Lives of Women and Girls,  
(House of Anansi) 
What does Carrie Fisher have to do with 
Mary Wollstonecraft?  This is one of the 
intriguing questions posed by Elizabeth 
Renzetti, bestselling author and journalist, 
as she traverses a variety of modern feminist 
issues through her collection of witty, whip-
smart and topical essays.  The subject matter 
is deeply biographical, covering Renzetti's 
experiences with misogyny in journalism, as 
well as her childhood.  The titles of Renzetti's 
chapters are a perfect preview of the wit and 
wisdom to be found within: "The Voice in 
Your Head Is an Asshole", "Weddings Are 
Satan's Playground" and "If The World Were 
Made of Lego: A Letter to my Son" are some 
of a few standouts.  Funny and uplifting, 
Renzetti's gift as a writer is an ability to make 
you ask yourself the relevant questions, rather 
than giving you the answers.
Further reading – Wishful Drinking - 
Carrie Fisher (Simon & Schuster)

Sofie & Cecilia, Katherine Ashenburg 
(Penguin Random House Canada)
Set in the sweeping art scene of Sweden in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries, this novel 

A Long Way From Home, Peter Carey 
(Faber & Faber)
Set in Australia in the 1950s, A Long Way 
From Home tells the story of Irene Bob 
and her husband, a car salesman, as they 
embark on the Redex Trial.  This Australian 
rally race across the continent dates 
back to 1953, when most of Australia's 
roads were more like rough guidelines 
than anything resembling functional or 
organized, and fuel itself was sparse.  
Between the atmospheric stink of the rally 
cars and the feverish pitch of the race 
itself, this novel is already being hailed as 
one of Carey's masterpieces, combining a 
high-speed plot with dozens of twists and 
turns, playful and eccentric prose, and 
serious musings on the consequences of 
colonialism in Australia.

charts the enduring friendship between the 
artistic wives of two notable artists (based on 
Carl Larsson and Anders Zorn).  The novel 
is a leisurely, elegant read, full of atmosphere 
and an appreciation for art.  Split into two 
halves--one from Sofie's perspective, the 
other from Cecilia's--this novel is an intimate 
and complex portrait of two women traversing 
the art world and contending with issues of 
motherhood, sexuality, grief, nationalism, 
and the domestic and professional realities of 
women at the turn of the century and beyond.  
A perfect read for a cool autumn day!
Further reading – The Game of Hope - 
Sandra Gulland (Penguin Random House)

I've Been Meaning to Tell You: A Letter to 
My Daughter, David Chariandy  
(Penguin Random House Canada)
Critically acclaimed novelist David 
Chariandy meditates on the politics of race in 
the modern world in this poetical and complex 
work, structured as a letter to his daughter.  In 
this piece, Chariandy considers the scope of 
his daughter's life, from her innocent probing 
of a moment of quiet bigotry at three years 
old, to the current day, where she is thirteen 
and witnessing the election of Donald Trump 
in the United States.  He does so by building 
connections with his own personal history 
and the broader historical legacies of the lives 
led by Black and South Asian immigrants 
from Trinidad.  Emotionally moving, tender, 
and challenging in equal strokes, this novel 
seeks to give the dual gifts of love and history 
to the author’s daughter—and, by generous 
extension, the reader.

Great Reads
With the school year starting 
and the leaves slowly but surely 
changing colour, the perfect 
reading weather is just around 
the corner. Happily, there’s 
no shortage of fantastic books 
filling the shelves of local 
bookstores. Here are some 
recommendations to get you 
through the autumn chill!



www.chestnutpark.com

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE
 43 Main Street East, Picton, ON  |  613.471.1708

Experience the County charm.
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S o, you are thinking of renovating!  
You love your house…great lo-
cation, it checks all the boxes for 
shopping, schools, doctors, win-
eries, restaurants but it just needs 

a little something - something to make you 
REALLY love it and make it home! Maybe 
you just bought a new place and you want 
to put your own personal stamp on it now!  
Fall is a great time to start a renovation so 
you are cleaned up and ready for winter and 
can snuggle in to just enjoy the transforma-
tion!  But, first let’s talk about a step by step 
approach how to best handle a renovation! 

1) Do your research!  This is a great way 
to gather all the ideas, dreams, needs and 
wants from everyone that is going to be 
living there and using the space you are 
considering renovating.  Visit local design 
showrooms for ideas and inspiration.  HGTV 
is my guilty pleasure on a Sunday morning; 
so many great shows to watch.  There are 
lots of websites to look at, but I also suggest 
sitting down with a design magazine and a 
nice cup of tea and cutting pictures out and 
creating a file of things you like.  This will 
help you and whoever you work with create 
and achieve your design objectives.

2) Make a wish list.  As you gather ideas, 
write down all the things you want to have 
in your newly renovated space.  If a specific 
appliance or light fixture is one of your “must 
haves” then make note of that.  Maybe you 
have a particular style that you want for your 
room, say a rustic farmhouse.  Write it down.  
Or, if you have a dream for in-floor heating, 
a certain colour scheme or type of wood 
cabinet, make a note of those things too.

3) Hire a designer.  Trust me I have had 
so many people say, “I wish I knew you 
when I did my last renovation!”  Designers 
are great resources for products, trades, 
time managing, budgeting and of course 
design ideas that will take you outside of 
the ho-hum box for that added wow factor.  
Designers can pay for themselves helping 

you avoid costly mistakes.  A great designer 
will take care of the whole project and let 
you do your job so you don’t have to worry 
about what is going on at home during the 
day.  We make things happen.

4) Set a realistic budget.  It is always good 
to talk to your partner or bank in advance 
of taking on a project.  Know exactly what 
you are comfortable with and can afford to 
spend on your renovation.  Don’t be shy, 
share this information so you are not sitting 
down to this amazing plan full of design 
elements that you can’t afford and therefore 
needing to cut things out.  Nobody likes to 
take away the shiny quartz counter top you 
just fell in love with when the budget now 
only allows laminate.  Its more important 
to achieve a great layout that works for the 
long term, you can change your counter 
tops later, when the money allows.  

5) Make a plan.  Having a well thought out 
design plan to source materials and sub-trades 
with is a game changer.  This will allow you 
to figure out exactly what your costs are for 
material and labour.  Maintain your budget 
and hopefully your time-line.  Things will run 
smoother if you have design decisions made 
in advance of starting your project.  Time and 
money add up quickly if you are standing 
there trying to figure out the tile pattern for 
the floor or where the pot lights should go.   
We all have heard the saying, “Failing to plan 
is planning to fail”, so planning will help 
avoid delays and additional costs.

6) Order the materials. All the design 
elements have been sorted, it is now time to 
order all the materials and confirm the time-
line of arrival.  It is best to have all material 
on site and ready for use, rather than not 
having the materials there and trades 
standing around with nothing to do!  Again, 
see #5 on why we need a good plan.  Some 
suppliers are flexible and will hold material 
at their warehouse until you are ready so as 
to not have items on site that could get lost or 
damaged.  Creating a good relationship with 
your local retailer is always a good idea.  

7) Schedule the trades.  If you are working 
with a designer or contractor, they should 
be taking care of this for you.  But if you 
are overseeing the project yourself book the 
trades way in advance, as there is a shortage 
of good trades so booking ahead will reduce 

disappointment when you are ready for them.  
Note: depending on the scope of work, you 
may need a permit from your local township 
office.  Check to be sure.  A stop work order 
causes costly delays.  Most trades are eager 
to help and recommend people to you.  
However, ask for references and be sure 
and check the quality of their work and how 
happy their last three clients were.  

8) Prepare the space and yourself.  Now the 
fun begins, you get to clear out the old space.  
Empty all the drawers, cabinets, closets and 
purge the items you have not used in years 
or that may be broken or worn out.  Have a 
yard sale or donate items to those that can 
get use out of them.  Be ruthless, you will 
want new décor and create new memories 
in your new space.  This is also a good 
time to set up a temporary kitchen or plans 
on how you will feed the family while the 
renovations are going on.  If you are doing 
a bathroom renovation, it might be a good 
time to reactivate that gym membership or 
go on vacation!  How fun to come back to a 
completely new space!  Remember to breath, 
the end will be worth the mess and upheaval.  

9) Finishing touches.  Your room has been 
transformed, and you love it.  The dust has 
settled and it is time to accessorize and 
move back in.  This is the real fun part…
shopping!  The hunt for those little treasures 
that will make the room your own.  This 
could be a custom framed work of art, a vase 
of flowers, thick luscious towels, a perfectly 
scented candle or new cookware.  Whatever 
makes your newly renovated space special.

10) Enjoy.  The sweat, tears and cheque 
writing is all done.  Now is the time to 
enjoy your space.  I love throwing a party 
and inviting friends over to share our new 
space.  It may be a way of saying “thank 
you” to them for having you over while the 
renovation was going on, and for listening 
to all the grumbling that you may have 
vented during the renovation.  Yes, it can 
be overwhelming at times but hopefully 
you are so happy you are just loving it and 
smiling in your newly renovated space.

I hope this step by step guideline helps you 
through your next renovation.  Please do not 
worry, it is not as challenging as it can seem 
and if you are truly scared of taking on your 
own project…you can always do No. 3!

Fall into Renovating
October is  

Renovation Month
BY CINDY DOW
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Fine Homes &Real Estate
Prince Edward County     •      Northumberland      •      Quinte       •     Kingston     •     Hastings

Executive Waterfront Estate – Bath
A beautiful & private waterfront estate offering 2 acres, 312 ft of Lake Ontario waterfront and a 
7111 sq ft. main house! Just west of Kingston, this property is ideal for hosting family and friends 
– outbuildings include a ‘Bunkie’, ‘Playhouse’ and a 3-car garage! Experience the charm and 
privacy of country living with exquisite landscaping, gorgeous waterfront, and private docking! 

MLS 148514     $3,150,000

FOR SALE 
2 HOMES IN ONE - 2 Large apartments in this  
up & down Duplex at Picton + 2 Big Garages. 

Call 613 403-1466

Sandra Foreman
Sales Representative

613 403-1466
CountyHomes.ca

SandraForeman@bell.net

www.janareid.com

Jana Reid
Sales Representative
Remax Eastern Realty Inc. Brokerage 
Office: 705-653-2080  Mobile: 705-741-9795
Fax: 705-653-3544  Email: janareid@xplornet.ca
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The Last Bite
BY SHARON HARRISON

Having endured poor quality 
imports and anemic, taste-
less produce through much 
of the year, late summer days 

means fresh picked from the vine, sweet 
tasty tomatoes are in abundance, where 
an often overwhelming harvest not only 
equates to tomato overload, but often to-
mato giveaways.  Farm stands and mar-
kets are bursting with tomatoes and the 
vegetable garden is overrun, and whether 
it’s picking and gathering or simply eating 
the irresistible candy like fruit, tomatoes 
are in their glory.  Types include plum (or 
Roma), beefsteak, cherry, oxheart, globe 
and campari, varying in shape from round 
and oval to oblong and pear.  They come 

with interesting names such as golden 
honey bunch, chocolate stripes, green ze-
bra, hillbilly and lemon boy.

For those still undecided whether the 
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is a fruit 
or a vegetable, it is scientifically a fruit, 
although purists will say it is not a true 
fruit.  Furthermore, confusion comes when 
the tomato is often more traditionally used 
in vegetable-based dishes.  Regardless 
of what camp you belong to, the tomato, 
derived from the Aztec word tomatl, is 
an extraordinary thing.  Belonging to the 
nightshade family, tomatoes contain 95 
percent water and can be eaten raw or 
cooked (nutritionally cooked is better as 

more beneficial chemicals are released).  
Most of the world’s tomato crop is used for 
processing; tomatoes can be canned or dried 
(or sun-dried), and their versatility means 
they can be puréed and pickled, juiced, 
made into a paste and pulp and ketchup.  

Regardless of the type, colour, use, taste, 
shape and size, and whether eaten raw or 
cooked, tomatoes are good for you and 
good for your heart thanks to the powerful 
antioxidant lycopene—the redder the fruit, 
the more lycopene it contains.  The fruit is 
also packed with vitamins A, C and K as 
well as calcium, potassium and folate—
one medium-sized tomato contains just 25 
calories.  Of the more than 10,000 tomato 
varieties found across the globe, about 
3,000 are heirloom or heritage and most 
tomatoes come in red: other colours include 
white, brown, black, yellow, orange, pink, 
purple and green.  In Ontario, more than 
300 varieties are grown commercially, with 
about 18,000 acres of land devoted to field 
tomato growing.

The wild species of tomato originated 
from Peru and Ecuador before being 
domesticated by the Mexicans.  Tomatoes 
were introduced in Europe by the Spanish 
in the 16th century with the Italians and 
Spanish being the first Europeans to 
introduce tomatoes as a food.  For many 
decades, the tomato was considered an 
ornamental and poisonous plant and was 
not used in cooking until the 1800s before 
really taking off in popularity in the 1900s.

When it comes to Guinness World Records, 
the heaviest tomato was grown in Walla 
Walla, Washington in 2016 and weighed 
8.61 pounds (3.91 kilograms).  The world 
record for most tomatoes harvested from a 
single plant over a one-year period is 32,194 
(for a total weight of 1,151.84 pounds 
(522.46 kilograms)) in Florida.  The tallest 
tomato plant was grown in Lancashire, 
United Kingdom in 2000 reaching a height 
of 65 feet (19.8 metres).

The small Spanish town of Buñol near 
Valencia makes use of its leftover tomatoes 
at its annual La Tomatina festival held 
every August.  Up to 50,000 people throw 
150,000 over-ripe, squished tomatoes at 
each other in what is officially recognized 
as the largest food fight in the world.

Tomatoes



BELLEVILLE SENS NATION
RATES & PACKAGES

SHOW YOUR TICKET 
STUB AND GET

CALL AND ASK ABOUT 
SENS NATION RATES & PACKAGES.

OFF YOUR 
ROOM RATE
ON GAME 
NIGHTS!

10%

PLANNING ON VISITING THE NEW 
SHORELINES CASINO BELLEVILLE?

PACKAGES INCLUDE: 
A hot breakfast in the 
morning, indoor pool, hot 
tub, free wifi , two dinner 
bu� et vouchers and a 
free slot play voucher 
at SHORELINES 
CASINO BELLEVILLE.

BOOK YOUR 

 ‘BEST BET’ PACKAGE TODAY!
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BOOK NOW WITH
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